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Fred Schultz (left), newly-appointed Deputy Superintendent of Elementary and Secondary Education, and his wife
Jo (far left) were greeted by Juanita Jones, director of the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE) Staff Develop-
ment Unit, during a reception in Schultz's honor. Dr. James B. Graham (right), Superintendent of Public Instruction,
was on hand to introduce the Schultzs to education personnel. Before taking the job with KDE, Schultz served for 15
years as superintendent of the Murray Independent school district.
Voyager 2 To Begin Journey To
Outer Reaches Of Solar System
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
The Voyager 2 spacecraft was to be
launched today on a multibillion-mile
journey that scientists hope will
provide live television pictures of
Jupiter and Saturn beginning in 1979
and perhaps the outer reaches of the
solar system later.
The 1,800-pound Voyager 2 was being
carried aloft by a Titan Centaur rocket
set on a course that, depending on how
well the early parts of the mission go.
may also inblude flybys of Uranus and
Neptune, which is about four billion
miles from Earth.
The Voyager 2 craft was to be
separated from the rocket about one
hour after launch. Then Voyager's
engine was to be fired to boost its speed
to 32,300 miles per hour for the journey
toward the planets.
The craft carries recorded messages
for any deep space civilizations that
might be listening, including one from
CANVASS KICKOFF—Jo Hem Curris, president of the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre, presented a $100 check to Lisa Russell (cen-
ter) and Steve Baker (right), both of whom are junior members of the
theatre group. Mrs. Curris said that she wanted her contribution to be used
specifically for the theatre's educational program, which includes: theatre
classes for the junior members, and training of members in every area of
the theatrical involvement. With her contribution Mrs: Curris became the
first "Sponsoring Member' of the Community theatre's city-wide canvass.
The official neighborhood canvass will be on Monday beginning at 530
p.m. and ending at 830 p.m.
inside today 
Photo byli:nnie B. Gordon
One Section — 14 Pages
Grayson McClure, owner of Happy Holiday Travel on
Kentucky Lake, has been named Flote-Bote "Dealer of
the Year." Story and photo on today's Business Page,
page 5.
MSU Football Coach Bill Furgerson has 33 lettermen
returning this year and is pleased with the Racers' outlook
according to university sports information director Joe
Tom Erwin. Story on page 7 in today's Sports Section.
partly sunny
and mild
Partly sunny and mild today.
Highs in the upper 70s to low 80s.
Increasing cloudiness tonight.
Lows in the low 60s. Cloudy with a
slight chance of showers Sunday.
Highs in the low 80s.
















President Carter and music ranging
• from a Bach Brandenburg Concerto to




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) --
Kentucky's jobless rate for July
dropped by one-half percentage point
from June figures.
Robert MacDonald, Department for
Human Resources chief labor analyst,
..a.ttri6iitit most of the rate decrease to
school age youths who looked for
summer jobs during June, but
dropped out of the labor force in July
because they were unable to find
employment.
The estimated number of persons
seeking but not finding work during
July was 62,700, some 8,200 fewer than
in June.
Kentucky's unemployment rate was
4.2 per cent last month compared with
4.7 per cent in June.
Campaign Contribution Questioned
Hubbard Says Common Cause
Trying To Embarrass Solons
WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
Kentuckians are among congressmen
who received campaign contributions
from the Maritime Union and later
• voted in favor al a measure helpful to
that union, Common Cause has
reported.
According to the report by the m-
oaned citizens lobby, Rep. Carroll
Hubbard, D-Ky., received $1,31*) from
the Maritime Union while Rep. Gene
Snyder, R-Ky., received a $500
campaign contribution.
Hubbard and Snyder are both
members of the House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee,
which recently voted 31-5 to favorably
report the Cargo Preference Bill to the
full House.
"When I ran for Congress in '74, I
can't remember the amount that labor
union gave me," Hubbard said. "I
have voted against labor time and time
again. I have infuriated union leaders
because I am unfavorable to very many
of their bills."
Hubbard termed the report "sort of
upsetting" and accused Common Cause
of "trying to embarrass many
Congressmen across the United
States."
"Surely by now the people of
Kentucky are aware that the unions
have supported me financially in the
past and yet my voting record in
Washington has been interpreted many
times as anti:union," Hubbard said.
Snyder was not immediately
available for comment.
The contributions given both men are
considerably less than those given to
several other committee members. A
Common Cause spokesman said that
the citizens group is not accusing any of
the committee members of conflict of
interest.
The bill in question, if passed, would
raise to 9.5 per cent the amount of
foreign oil entering the United States
that must be delivered by Arsofican
fleets. American fleets currently
deliver less than 4 per cent of the
foreign oil, and the General Accounting
Office estimated that, because of the
higher operating costs of American
fleets, the bill would costs taxpayers
about $200 million a year.
The Common Cause report shows
Legendary Woody Herman
And Band To Appear Here
Legendary jazzman Woody Herman
and his 16-member Thundering Herd
band have been scheduled for a concert
Wednesday, Sept. 7, in Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium.
Sponsored jointly by the Kentucky
Arts Commission, the Murray Jazz
Society and the university, the concert
is set for 8 p.m.
Now 63 and one. of America's most
popular musicians for more than 40
years, Herman made his professional
iebut as a band leader on Nov. 6 —
election night — at the Brooklyn
Roseland in 1936.
He had just taken over the Isham
Jones band, in which he had been
playing saxophone and clarinet as well
singing, and had been married the
week before.
Herman and his wife, Charlotte, live
in Los Angeles, and last fall celebrated
their 40th sOedding anniversary. They
have one daughter, Ingrid, a bluegrass
fiddler living in Nashville, and two
teen-age grandchildren.
Herman and his band still play the
Wires, for which the group became
internationally-famous in the 1930s and
'40s, and they still play some of the
numbers that have made him an in-
stitution over the years, numbers like
the band's theme, "Woodchopper's
Ball," "Caldonia," "Early Autumn,"
"Four Brothers," "Laura" and others.
Last September, the Herman band
made a rare symphonic appearance
Rescue Squad Takes Part
In DES Training Exercise
Members of the Calloway County
Rescue Squad were among the more
than 300 emergency preparedness
officials from thirteen western
Kentucky counties participating in a
recent training exercise at Lake
Barkley. This annual event .s
sponsored by the State Division of
Disaster and Emergency Services.
Activities completed during the II.-
day event were radiological training.
map reading, land and water search,
dragging and stretcher-bearing
Hickman County placed first in this
year's event, while Crittendon County
finished in last place thereby receiving
the "Myrtle the Turtle" booby prize.
Other counties participating in ,the
1977 DES training exercise included
Daviess, Todd, Livingston, Hancock,
Graves, Butler, Marshall, Union,
Caldwell, and Trigg. The event is
sponsored by the State DES agency
easti year to promote cooperation and
fellowship between the county
organizations, while offering some
basic training in rescue techniques.
SHOVE OFF—A boat team room the Calloway County Rescue 'Squad
prepares to search for a "targel during a dragging exercise at Lake Barkley.
Left to right are Ricky EdwairlsAA-Walgetlem-intd FlcirelSariand•
with the 86-piece world famous Dallas
symphony orchestra. For the first time,
a jazz orchestra and a symphony
became one musical body playing
original jazz-rock compositions written
by Herman's talented young arranger-
composer, Alan Broadbent.
A month later, the city of Houston
declared "Woody Herman Day," the
mayor read a special proclamation and
the days' activities were culminated
with a concert by the Herman band in
the Astrodome.
During this performance, which was
televised, Herman conducted 6,000
youngsters from all over Texas in a
special arrangement of his ever-,
popular "Woodchopper's Ball."
"Woody Herman has never been a
man to stand still in the music
business," says Raymond Conklin, an
instructor in the Department of Music
at Murray State and campus coor-
dinator for the concert.
"While other band leaders like Benny
Goodman and Harry James continue to
play the old arrangements, Woody has
found his particular fountain of youth
by gathering around him young and
eager musicians, putting them on the
band stand and touring the country
playing' music today's listeners want to
hear. He is an important part of today's
music scene, and is in great demand on
college campuses."
Tickets for the Murray concert are
$3.50 for adults and $2.50 for students.
that union contributions went to 21
pemocrats and three Republicans who
later approved the bill.
"The maritime industry and the
Cargo Preference. Bill represent a
textbook example for those who wonder
how special interest campaign
financing is used to influence
government decisions," said Common
Cause Vice President Fred
Wertheimer. "Without private
campaign donations, it is unlikely that
the Cargo Preference Bill would be




A seminar for West Kentucky
lawyers and dealing with the Federal
Tax Reform Act of 1976 will be held
Sept. 16 and 17 at the Ramada Inn,
Madisonville.
The seminar is the first of four
planned for the 1977-78 school year by
the Office of Continuing Education at
Murray State University. The others
are:
Dec. 9 and 10, dealing with practice in
the new Kentucky court district, to be
held at Barkley State Park lodge.
Feb. 10 and 11, 1978, dealing with
rules of evidence and practical cour-
troom applications, scheduled for
Kenlake State Park, Aurora.
March 31-April 1, 1978, dealing with
preventive law for the employer,
scheduled to be held at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park, Gilbertsville.
The Madisonville seminar, according
to Dr. Phil Deaver, the campus coor-
dinator for the program, will begin at 1 1'
p. m. Friday, Sept. 16, and will be --
concluded at 11:30 a. m. the following
day.
The $25 fee includes the program
materials, developed by Prof. Marlin
Volz of the University of Louisville Law
School, and reservations should be
made without delay by contacting Alice
Johnson, the Madisonville coordinator.




▪ The Murray Independent School
Board approved several personnel
matters in a special called meeting
Friday afternoon.
Among actions approved by the
'board were:
— the appointment of Jerry Shelton
as an assistant coach at Murray High
School;
— the appointment of Norma Frank
as a part-time teacher at Robertson
Elementary, and;
— the appointment of Claude Page as
part-time custodian at Carter
Elementary.
PREPARATIONS—Members of the Calloway County Rescue Squad
prepare for a land and water search event at the annual DES training exer-
cise. Local squad members are: Jerry 'Edwards (standing, left) Mark Elkins
(white shirt center) Ricky Elkins and Carl Hossford (standing, right). Seated
are Eddie Stone, Hal Winchester, Floyd Garland, Steve Ladd and Danny
Parrish.
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES—Local Rescue Squad members confere with
Bob Carrico, left, DES Area 1 cooldinator, during a break at the Lake Barkley
training exercise held recently. Talking with Carrico are Charles Tubbs,
Ricky Edwards, Floyd Garland and Roger Mati--,-
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Century Singers, will be held
at the Dexter Baptist Church
at 7:30 p.m.
Slave day will be held by the
Coldwater Charge Methodist
Youth Fellowship. Call 489-
2371 if in need of person to do
work during the day from
eight a.m. to three p.m.
Puryear Lions Club will
have its annual ice cream
social with entertainment to
be by the U. S. Navy Country
Western Band from seven to
ten p. m. Bring your lawn
chairs.
Country and Western Night
will be held at the Murray
Country Club starting at six p.
m. with music by Darrell
Gibson and Kentucky Jones. A
western barbecue dinner will
be served. Tickets are $5 per
person with reservation and $7
per person without reser-
vation. Dick and Kaye Cun-
ningham are general chair-
men.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include bird walk
at lodge front at seven a. m.,
rock tumbling and polishing
chat in recreation room at
10:30 a. m., critter hunt at 1:30
p. m. and critter race at 3:30
p. m. at hotel front porch,
jewel beads in recreation
room at 2:30 p. m., junior
ranger at campground bath
house at 4:30 p. m., bingo at
campground amphitheater at
seven p. m., and square dance
at campground bath house at
3:30 p. m.
Murray Shrine Club will
have a family style dinner, at
the Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Grandma's Kitchen will be
at Empire Farm, Land
Between the Lakes begining at
ten a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Other
LBL events will be hour hike
for children 12 and under at
ten a.m. and slide program at
two p.m., both at Center
Station. Squirrel season
begins with a small game
permit required in LBL.
Sunday, August t1
Grandma's Kitchen will
continue from 12 noon to 4:30
p.m. at Empire Farm, Land
Between the Lakes. Other
LBL activities will include
slide program at two p.m. at -
Center Station and visit to The
Homeplace at 2:30 p.m.
Community Theatre
membership lawn party will
be held on the lawn of
•Oakhurst at four p. m.
Sunday, August 21
Workshop on new fall
haircut, Solar, will be spon-
sored by Murray Unit of
Hairdressers at the Holiday
Inn at one p. m. Members will
be admitted free, but a charge
of $5 per person will be made
for non-member hairdressers
and students.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Atwood
Schrader of Sedalia Route One
will have a reception from
2:30 to 4:30 p. m. in
celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary at the
Bell City Baptist Church.
St. John's Baptist Church
annual Senior Citizens' Day
will be held.
Monday, August 22
Era Of Iron will be at Center
Furnace Trail parking lot,
Land Between the Lakes, at
two p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian
Church, :6th and Main
Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
Community Theatre
members will canvass the city
for memberships for five
dollars. •
Senior Citizens will leave St.
John's Episcopal Church at
seven a.m. to go by bus to the
Kentucky State Fair.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon at Murray Country
Club for Wednesday should be
made today with Mrs. lass
Hopson.
Tuesday, August 23
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park at ten a. m.
LaLeche League will meet
at Gleason Hall, North 12th
and Payne Streets, at 7:30 p:
m. For information call 753-
8563.
Lake Area Singles Group
will meet at the Bank of
Benton at seven p. m.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
WOW will meet with Joyce
Hurt at seven p. m.
Magic Tri Bowling League
will hold its organizational
meeting at seven p. m. at
Corvette Lanes. -Call 753-7886
for information.
Murray TOPS Club will








12:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Group or Private Lessons
Dance Twirl Flag & Hoop
*Solo Twirl *Show Routines
*Fancy Strut *Modeling
N2.T.A. Instructor, Conttst Director 8•
d





Oak Baptist Church WMU
will meet at the church at
eight p.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Ellis Center, will be open
frpm ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Aglow Fellowship Group
will meet at Kenbar Inn at
10:30a.m.
Community Theatre
membership centers will be at





Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at seven p. m. at the
Hazel Community Center.
Community Theatre Junior
Membership party will be
held. Junior members' fee is
$1.00.
Murray Country Club
' Ladies day luncheon will be at
'twelve noon. Tennis and golf
will be at 9:30 a. m.
First Baptist Church will
resume its weekly fellowship
suppers at six p. m. at the
Fellowship Hall. For reser-






Group of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church Women held
its August meeting in the
home of Susie Cathey with the
president, Marketia Cain,
presiding.
Gail Turner read the prayer
calendar with Natalie Brown
leading in prayer.
The'group voted to support
another orphan and to take
food to CliSie Cathey's home
when her baby is born.







Mrs. James R. -Lich-son, the
former Diane Stow before her
marriage on July 23, was
honored with two prenuptial
events.
A coffee on Saturday
morning, July 16, was held at
the lovely home of Mrs.
Joanna Sykes, Gatesborough
Estates, Murray.
The invited guests were
faculty members of Calloway
County High School.
Another coffee was held in
her home on Wednesday, July
20, in the home of Mrs.
Richard Cardwell of Fulton
with her daughter, Miss Beth
Cardwell, as cohostess.
The honoree received her
favorite pattern of china and
crystal and many other lovely
gifts.
The guests included former
associates of the honoree from
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Tau Phi Lambda Plans Let Stay Well
Events At Last Meet
The monthly meeting of Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority,
Omicron Alpha Chapter, was
held Tuesday, July 26, at the
Peoples Branch Bank Com-
munity Room at 6:00 p.m.
with the president, Martha
Andrus, presiding.
The roll was called and the




treasurer, gave her report.
Glenda Smith reported on
her recent trip to the National
Convention in California. She
went as a delegate and had a
most enjoyable trip.
Correspondence *as read
from Nick T. Newberry
concerning the iicrapbook
winning first place at the
National.
The Ranger and Rangerette
trip to Beech Bend Park was
discussed. Joyce Hurt, Jean
Richerson: Jeanie Lamb and
Donna Garland will also at-
tend.
Family night will be August
25 at WOW building. A com-
mittee from the sorority will
make name tags.
Judy Scruggs was named
chairperson for the Miss
Rangerette Pageant to be held
in September. Donna Garland,
Sara Alexander, and Carol
McDougal will serve on the
conunittee.
Cynthia Hart gave a brief
update on the results of the KY
Little Miss Pageant.
Several committees were
appointed to complete small
projects such as mailing out
news releases, giving
programs to sponsors, etc.
Sara Alexander won the door
prize.
Following the regular
meeting a Rush Party was
held. Refreshments were
served and plants were given
as gifts.
The following members
were present for the meeting:
Martha Andrus, Glenda
Smith, Loretta Jobs, Judy
Scruggs, Donna Garland,
Jean Richerson, Jeanie Lamb,
Sara Alexander, Carol Mc-
Dougal, Bettye Baker, Diana
Lyons, Cynthia Hart, Er-
nestine Garland, and Ann
Spann.
rtie next meeting will be
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_ FOR SUNDAY. AUGUST 21. 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIM
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4Y914
Star-promised now: A
lessening of heavy demands,




( Apr. 21 to May 21)
In familiar matters, push
forward confidently, but wait
where you do not know all the
answers. In the latter case,
avoid anxiety; just use common
sense.
GEMINI if
(May 22 to June 21)
Tread lightly where there is
friction; hold the line against
pessimism; recognize where
improvements can be made -
and make them.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23) 4100
Imagination should help you
over the tedious tasks and
persistence keep you going
against any type of opposition.
Do not arbitrarily oppose where
you should concur, however.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 44:4;Z
Adjustments, revisions, quick
changes of plan may be the
order of the day. Take them in
stride and distribute energies
judiciously; don't argue where
tact, finesse will win.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
Some contention possible in
your area. Steer carefully away
from it, and anything else un-
worthy of your fine mind and
better instincts. Thus will your
day be enjoyable.
LIBRA Ars(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 )
Your planets combine to hoist
up the flag of high progress and
stalwart action. You should be
able to make a deep, lasting
FOR MONDAY, AUGUST 22, 1777
What kind of day will energies and talents are poured
tomorrow be? To find out what into constructive channels.
the stars say, read the forecast SCORPIO
given for your birth Sign. (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Me*
Try to put over your ideas, but
ARIS not too aggressively or you may
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA alienate others. Show your
A day in which to avoid willingness to work WITH
making hasty decisions and SAGITTARIUS _,Foi40.
impossible demands. Other- (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
wise, you should have smooth You have the inside track in a
sailing. Make the most of your number of ways - if you will
all-around competence. just recognize opportunities,
TAURUS r—s, then set out to make the most of
( Apr. 21 to May 21) wetter them.
depending on your mood and (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) lejW$
A problematic day, much CAPRICORN
approach. You have plenty 0( Tricky in spots, day will
planetary backing to carry out
worthwhile plans and activities,
however.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Stellar aspects suggest that
you curb emotion, avoid im-.
pulsiveness and eccentricity.
Be sure of steps to be taken,
then take them with poise.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
The importance you attach to
some things may have to be
shifted to more pertinent
matters, but donl let fear of
change hamper your efforts.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 44---g
Yotir forceful expressions are
usually potent assets but
emotions may tend to reach the
boiling point now so guide-
speech and self dexterously.
VIRGO
(Ang. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%,
Do not hesitate to ask
questions. There could be some
surprising answers, otherwise
unavailable. Evaluate
carefully; take nothing as have great pride in all that you
positive without due, research, do, but it sometimes becomes
LIBRA. excessive, so be alert, since the
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ilk al arrogance you display at such
Advancement may be times alienates' others. Bit-
fractional, but remain constant, thdete of: Samuel P. Langley,
steady at the whew. SOME gain U.S. pioneer tri aviation; Claude
inevitalde ,ps long as your Debussy, French CoMPoPer.
impression - where it counts!
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) rkeilr
Better to have tried and not
succeeded than not to have tried
at all. Yours is a do-it, and do-it-
well Sign, and that should
characterize your actions now.
SAGITTARIUS
1Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
More than a few advantages
for you who look, and look, and
look again, and take small ones
if they come first, not waiting
always for big ones.
CAPRICORN
1Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
If annoyed or frustrated, do
something refreshing like
working with your hands.
Exercise will relieve tension.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
More quiet than you have had
lately will help you achieve
what you planned for this day.
At least YOU can remain calm




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XIQF
Planetary aspects advise the
usual preparations for familiar
matters, and the cautions you
know are best for YOU in
unknown tries. Curb
restlessness.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with tremendous
mental and physical strength;
in the latter connection, would
make a great success as an
athlete. You learn easily, are
highly imaginative, courageous
and original in handling all your
undertakings. Your wit is
outstanding, and you would
make a brilliant entertainer.
You have a great love of beauty
and, if you do not take up one of
the arts as a career, may do so
avocationally. Birthdate of:
Jean Baptiste Greuze, Fr.
painter; Princess Margaret, of
England; Count Bade, modern
jazz musician.
demand close attention to




(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =A
Meet competition - but in a
subtle manner. Advancement




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Xe
Influences fairly favorable,
but don't consider all decisions
made now as final. You may
have to revise early next week.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile. Leoites
have attained great heights in
politics, the military, literature
and industry; also as poets,
musicians and painters You
are generous, almost to a fault,
are always willing to shore you&
assets with loved ones;
sometimes, however, use this as
a "hold" over them in order to
get your own way. Don't! You
By FJ L Blasmgame. M.D
Skateboarding Injuries
Q: Mrs. C.E. writes that
she has grown increasingly
fearful that her 11-year-old
son will be seriously In-
jured from riding his
skateboard. He has had
several minor tumbles. He
almost lost interest in the
sport, but it has again
become the craze for him
and his friends.
She asks for any sugges-
tions about safety in skate-
board riding.
A: Skateboarding waned
earlier in popularity but
has had a very significant
upsurge in the last 18 to 24
months. At the same time,
the number of related inju-
des has also markedly
increased.
Speed, combined with
body exposure to injury, is
a contributing factor.
While the rate of travel on
skateboards is highly vari-
able, some riders have
been clocked skating
downhill on a highway at 50
to 60 miles per hour. With-
out brakes, a steering de-
vice or other protection,
the outcome for such tra-
velers depends on their
skills in balancing their
bodies, coordination and
guiding the skateboard
with their feet — and on a
little luck.
In part, the thrill comes
in making a ride that is
dangerous. Unfortunately,
exposure to danger cannot
be removed from skate-
boarding, especially when
the velocity of travel is
high.
According to the U.S.
CALCIUM NEEDS
Two 8-ounce glasses of milk
furnish about three-fourths of
the calcium an adult needs
daily. In the milk you also get
a favorable amount of
phosphorous, top quality
protein, and the vitamin
riboflavin. Also other
vitamins and minerals. It's
almost impossible to get




occur in children between
ages Sand 14, though many
older persons are also
being injured as they try
skateboarding. Skin abra-
sions and bruises are the
most common wounds. La-
cerations are frequent, as
are fractures of the arms
and ankles. Skull fractures
and concussions are not
rare.
In 1974, 3,230 skateboard
injuries required treat-
ment in hospital emer-
gency rooms in the United
States. In 1975, the number
of related accidents requir-
ing such treatment in-
creased to 27,522, while in
1976 they surged up and
almost tripled to 71,438.
As a matter of safety for
skateboarders and others
nearby, some communities
have passed laws to prohi-
bit skateboarding in public
places. Other communities
are building special facili-
ties for the skaters.
No one appears to have
come up with a design that
significantly improves
safety, even though some
of the skateboards are
works of art, equipped with
unique rollers, and are
moderately expensive.
Many enthusiasts for the
sport argue that it is a
sensible form of exercise
and is no more dangerous
than hockey, motorcy-
cling, bicycling or water
skiing.
To protect against inevi-
table spills, some protec-
tion can come from wear-
ing a helmet to protect the
head, tough clothing and
elbow and knee pads -
even gloves - to lessen
scrapes and contusions of










We start with tender,
juicy chopped Sirloin.
It's served sizzlin' hot
with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast. A
$228 value for Only...
INCLUDES
Free




m.-10 p.m. Weekdays 11 a.m.-10:30p.m. Sat. 41k SUP.
Big
Trouble
That's what you get when you mix carelessness and
electricity. Stay away from power lines. Accidentally touching
one with anything can kill you.
If you're painting a house, trimming tree limbs, or doing
any kind of work outside, you must stay alert to where power
lines are located. Be especially cautious when you carry metal
ladders, pipes, or poles, or when you're installing an antenna.
For more information on how to avoid big trouble, ask us
for a free copy of the booklet Danger-High Voltage.























By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend's parents are celebrating
their golden wedding anniversary this month, and have
planned a big bash at a very fancy country club.
They say it's only family and close friends, and you
guessed it—I'm not invited! I have lived with their son for
three years, and if that doesn't make me "family," I don't
know what does.
1 could marry him if I wanted to, but if I did I would lose
the alimony I'm getting from my last husband, and also the
child support from my kids' father. (My second husband.) I
also think Marriage is very old-fashioned today.
Everybody in town, including my boyfriend's parents,
knows that we have been living together, so why shouldn't
my kids and I be invited..
I hear that my boyfriend's ex-wife and her kids will be
there. I ask you, is that fair? I think it's rotten for his folks
to treat me this way. Am I wrong?
LEFT OUT
DEAR LEFT: Yes. On two counts: (I) Marriage is NOT
"old-fashioned"—it's at popular today as it ever was. (2)
Your boyfriend's parents are free to invite land exclude)
whomever they wish. It's their party.
DEAR ABBY: I witnessed an incident at the beach last
Sunday that ruined my day. A young mother was trying to
teach her daughter, who appeared to be about three, to
swim. She held the child's head under the water and
yelled, "If you don't learn to enjoy the watèç. you'll never
learn to swim!"
Meanwhile the poor child was hysterical as clung to
her mother for dear life, crying and beggingr to stop.
The mother tore the little hands loose, and pushed
her head under the water time and time again, insisting
she had to learn to like" the water. The child came up
repeatedly, gasping, choking and pleading, but the mother
showed her no mercy.
I wanted to say something to the mother, but I was
afraid she'd tell me to mind my own business. Later I
heard her tell htr friend that a swimming teacher had told
her that this was the only way to teach a child how to
swim.
I had a similar experience when I was young. I'm now 32,
I never learned to swim, and I'm still afraid of water.
CONCERNED IN GA,
DEAR CONCERNED: Whether or not the mother knew
it, she was abusing that child, and child abuse is
everybody's business. You should have told that mother
what you told me.
DEAR ABBY: Are there any foods or beverages which
will help a person sexually? I have heard there are several.
WANTS TO KNOW
DEAR WANTS: I know of none. But if you believe that
a certain food or drink will "help you" sexually, by all
means try it. It probably will.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Writ* Lettere for AI Decasions..• Please enclose a
long, self-addressed. stamped 12441 envekoPe.
I LIBRARY NOTESkm *wet Trartho
New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
I'D DO IT All. OVER
AGAIN, by Igor Cassini.
Putnam.
The memories of one of
America's most celebrated
rogues, comprising in-
formation on the rich and the
famous, cafe society and the
beautiful people, and the ones
he termed as the "jet set."
TEMPLE DOGS, by Robert
Duncan. Morrow.
William Corbett is being
swept up in a far-reaching plot
of corporate corruption that
involves countries around the
globe in this novel of intrigue.
FARTHER OFF FROM
HEAVEN, by ' William
Humphrey. Knopf.
When young bill was
awakened at three in the
morning to be told his father
was drying, the indelible
memory of that night is the
occasion for this writer's
haunting re-creation of his
early years in the cotton
country of east Texas..
THE FIVE OF ME, by
Dr. Broeringmeyer
Teacher At Meet
At St. Louis, Mo.
Dr. Richard Broeringmeyer
of Murray and Alan Nittler,
M. D. of Santa Cruse,
California were in St. Louis,
Mo., teaching doctors from
across the country who wish to
specialize in Metabolic
Nutrition, the principles of
Nutrition, the weekend of
August 13-14.
This is a continuing four
months program open to all
doctors in all branches of the
healing arts the principles of
Metabolic Nutrition se they
will become registered
members of the New Breed of
Doctor Association. These
doctors will be specializing in
metabolic nutrition.
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer of
Murray joined her husband
and the group to participate in
the program. She will become
a member of the New Breed of
Doctor Association upon
comPlAtOn COO' studies.. She




An in-depth study of a male
multiple personality, a
California businessman tells
of the chilling encounters with
the five people who lived in his
body.








cludes recipes, metric con-
version tables, and timetables
for processing foods.
THE TALL ONE, by Bar-
bara Jefferis. Morrow.
As a child, Mary Mary's
only destinction was that she
was taller than anyone else,
and she lived poorly in the
hovel of her villain father. Yet
at 18, she had become her own
woman, possessor of house
and land, child and money.
HOLD ME UP A LITTLE
!ANGER, LORD, by Marjorie
Holmes. Doubleday.
Ttle author leads us through
another of her inspirational
books concerning daily ex-
periences in the highs and




The Eva Wall Mission
Group of the Memorial Baptist
Church met at the home of
Thyra Crawford on Tuesday,
July 26, with Hazel Ahart as
cohostess.
Verna Mae Stubblefield
presided. The minutes were
read by Willie Garland, and
the financial report was by
Lottie Bowden. Present and
future mission action projects
for the group were discussed.
The devotion was given by
Mae Foster.
Laura Jennings was in
charge of the program entitled
"Christ Makes All Things
New." She was assisted by '
Lorena Foster, Willie
Garland, Lottie Bowden, and
Thyra Crawford.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Crawford and Mrs.
Ahart.
CUT OUT FOR THE COUNTRY











At Kings Island. country days are here
again. It's our biggest ever Country
Music Celebration. And you can't beat
the price.
Because your regular $8,50 admis-
sion ticket to Kings Island covers
everything. Unforgettable performances
by the greats of country musk twice
daily (3:30 and 7:30 pm). A park full
of the best amateur country talent. Not
to mention dozens of thrilling rides, '
dazzling shows and new attractions.
Best of all the coupons below will
save you $1 on the regular low price of
admission anytime between August 22
and September 5. Or you can save even
more by coming after 5.pm when the
ticket price is only $5.95.
So pick your day Pick your star. Pack
up the kids. And cut out for the country.




oois for a or dollar discount off tlie regular S8.50 admision
odic/ Kings Island from Aupst 22. 1977 throimh September 5.
1977 unit one coupon per person Not applicable with any other discount
The pay-one-pnce mknission includes all ridet attractions and entertainment
For a full day at Kim Island (additional charge of $75 for the rronorail rule
dvl14.D ANIMAL SAFARI). Chi/dren two and under mingled 
free
ings bland 20 miles North of Gnomon on 1-71. is open dry through
Labor Day weekends though October 16 Front gate opens • 10 am
SATE A DOLLAR $t
=harThis coupon isd lot a one dollar discount off the regular $8h 50 adontimon
tide at Kings Island from kiwis 22. 1977 &rough September 5.
1977 t one coupon pet person No iOicable with arty other discount
The payore-pince adoration includes all Mrs attraction and eritertawanent
for a lull du=Maud (additional charge of S 75 for the monorail ride
. SAFARI) Children two mid under admitted free.
"troy bland. 20 miles North of finonnan an 1-7 I, is open chili throuph





sil#57 un A DOLLAR $1
Nacod for a one dollar dooming off the regular 50 admiss..r
ticket at Kings hind from August 22 1977 through Septftlilef
1.477 Lint one coup3n per person Not applicable with any other discount
The payone-price achnission includes all odes attractions and entertainment
tot a full day at Kew. nand (additional diary of 175 for the M0001-814 nilr
through WILD ANIMAL SAFARI) Children two aid under admitted frer
Kings bland. 20 miles North of Cincinnati on 1-71 is open daily thrive
Labor Day weekends thew* October 16 Front gote °pests at 10 am
7 SATE A DOLLAR
Na couport;ii ;Tod for a ore dollar Monis off the minder f,8 50 Ammno
ticket at Kamp Idmid from Austast 197' Miro* *fent., 5
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The pay-one-pnce adminon inchiles all attractions and entertainment
for a full diva Karma Man (addlitioni dery of1.75 for the monorail rode
*IvuO WILD ANIMAL SAFARI). Chien two and wider admitted free
Knip Island 90 miles North al Cancinnati on 1-71, is open daily 1111014111,.
Labor Day weekends Oro* October 16 Front ame opens at lt) am
Kinitsisland
Miss Cindy Carol Rudolph
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Rudolph of Dexter Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Cindy Carol, to Steven Eugene Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Billie E. Williams, Murray Route Two.
Miss Rudolph is a 1977 graduate of. Calloway County High
School. Mr. Williams, a 1977 graduate of Calloway. County High
School, is self employed with Williams & Siress Roofing Co.
The couple will be married Friday, September 9, at seven p.
m. at the Palestine United Methodist Church. A reception will
follow at the church.
Only out of town invitations are being sent, and the couple in-
vites all friends and relatives to attend.
for App. Call 759-1242 Tues.-Sat.
Location Northwood Subdivision 641 North





Monday - Aug. 22, 1977
1:30 - 5:30 p.m. dr
Classes in Tap - Ballet - Acrobatics
Jazz & Baton  
Boys & Girls ages 4 and up
ladies Exercise Classes
Pre-Teen & Teenage Acrobatic and Jazz
Ages 11-16
Studio Located at:
732 Fairlane & So. 9tio
Telephone 753-4647
Member S.A.D.M. -C.N.A.D.M. - D.E A
Just Received!
2 Truck Loads of Fiberglass and Acrylic Showers &





Before you buy come and look over
our large display — we have the
largest selection of both colors and
sizes in Western Kentucky
Over 130 In Stock
So there is no waiting for special orders compare our quality and Price before you buy!
We also carry matching commodes and lavatories. They are all in stock,.
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Looking Baek
10 i'earssAgo
Mrs. George S. Hart was named to
the Murray State University Board of
Regents by the Kentucky Governor
succeeding her husband who died on
August 11. She will serve the remainder
of the term until March 31, 1971.
Patricia Jackson, age 14, of Calloway
County placed second with her
demonstration on "Making Super
Duper Biscuits" at the 4-H Club
competition at the Kentucky State Fair
at Louisville.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Elizabeth Diuguid Griffin, age 59:
Larry Franklin Leslie, Lawrence
Wiley Bishop, Jerry Murdock
Matthews, and Gary Wilkinson were
inducted into the U.S. Army in the draft
„all from Calloway County, according
o Mrs. Gussie Adams, clerk of Local
Board No. 10 of the Selective Service.
Births reported include a boy, Timmy
Ray, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby R.
Manning on August 6.
20 Years Ago
Calloway County Schools will open on
August 28. according to Baron Jeffrey,
superintendent. The schools are Almo,
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, and New
Concord High Schools, and Faxon
Elementary School.
Pictured today is the student body of
Pleasant Valley School in 1907. The
picture was furnished ' by Mrs. Ada
Smith.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Grover
Cunningham, age 71.
\Miii Nelle Walker, daughter of Mr.
and MNr C. C. Walker, was married to
Herman ardell Scroggins, son of Mrs.
Clayton Sturgeon of Big Spring, Texas,
on August 11.
Births reported include a boy, James
Nelson, to Mr. and Mrs. Edmund D.
Fenton on August 5.
Drivers of Cadillacs and Oldsmobiles
will be admitted free tonight at the
Murray Drive-In Theatre.
30 Years Ago
Gordon R. Clapp, chairman of the
Tennessee Valley Authority, spoke last
night at a meeting of the Murray Power
Board, Murray State College officials,
City officials, and Agricultural leaders
held at the National Hotel. He spoke of
plans of construction of a state park at
Eggners Ferry.
' Deaths reported include J. , W.
Oakley.
Nix . Crawford, Everett Jones,
William Bailey, Coleman McKeel, J. E.
Littleton, Vernon Hale, Mrs. G. B.
1 Scott, Solon Shackelford, Hoyt Roberts,
1 Wells Purdom, and Vertical__ _
--I. Stubblefield,  Jr., have been named
1 directors of the newly organized
i Murray Retail Merchants Association.
I Miss Nancy Irvan Whitnell, daughter
1 of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard lVhitnell, and
' Justin Sloan were married August 10 at
Seoul, Korea.
' Charles Beaman of the Coldwater
softball team has been named the
batting champion of the Murray
Softball league with an average of .454
for the 42 game league schedule.
40 Years Ago
Kentucky Governor A. B. Chandler
spoke last night at the commencement
exercises at Murray State College.
Seventy seniors were awarded degrees
by Dr. James H. Richmond, president.
The Rev. J. Mack Jenkins was the
baccalaureate speaker.
The Kentucky Highway Department
has accepted the lowest bid. for the
project of the Calloway County:
Murray-Farmington Road, 9.640 miles,
grade and drain, bank or creek gravel.
Judge E. P. Phillips presided at the
meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal
Court. Among the items discussed was
the release of aged and inform citizens
from poll tax penalty.
McCracken County Representative
Henry Ward was speaker at the picnic
held by the Calloway County Farm
Bureau on August 14 at Pine Bluff. •
The C. Ray Bus Company has added a
25-passenger $5,000 streamlined
Chevrolet bus to its equipment and will
_ place it on regular scheduled runs on
the C. Ray line.
.1 Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Audrey W.
Simmons on August 19, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Milburn Outland on August 12.
Miss Modest Clark, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lee Clark, and Buron Jeffrey,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Jeffrey, were
married August 12 at the First
Methodist Church, Union-City, In.
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-Echoes Fnim The Past fJudy Maupin
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anecdotes. stories and funiiiv notes. I
I Brandon's Mill
Ts.
While talking to Reuben Rowland,
last week, he asked me if I had ever
heard of an old horse mill on the banks
of Clarks' River. I asked if this had
been recently aiid he answered that it
had been "a way, way back." But the
mill stones which had been used at that
mill was also the one usediit Brandons'
mill, when it was established.
When I asked if these mill stones,
which were about four feet in diameter,
were still in existence, Uncle Reuben
told me that he believed that they were
embedded in a stone wall at a residence
on the corner of Fourth and Sycamore
Streets here in Murray.
Brandons' Mill was started by the
Brandon Brothers, who had originated
here with the settling of Charles
Brandon. It is his story that I would like
to tell here. It started at the time of the
Study Says Women
I1‘ n.„re. im.k Kentucky Closeup Work More Than Me
Don't Serve This
Man Cheap Booze
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) — No
hostess would make the mistake of
serving Dan Knopfcheap whisky. He'd
detect it in ,15 seconds or less.
His sense of taste and jell are se
accurate they can't be matched by a
computer. Sound incredible? ,
Not when you hear Knopf explain
why, in-his job, -the human body is
better than an electronic instrument."
He's a professional taster, one of six
who keep a close check on what's
happening on the-production line at the
Early Times Distilling Co. In a week,
they sample enough Kentucky bourbon
to get any convention off the ground.
But Knopf and his associates never
.._%!_41,19.??._..a......drop "We'd  _have_
working for the day," says Knopf, who
has been in charge of the laboratory
since 1952.
He operates under a rigid set of rules:
no smoking, no conversation, and no
coffee breaks. "Coffee will trick you.
Everything you taste becomes
delicious."
Knopf also avoids afternoon
experiments because "your senses
aren't as alert, and concentration is the
name of the game in our job."
Whisky is drawn at random from
warehouse barrels and sent to the
laboratory, where Knopf must
determine whether all is going well.
He sips from a numbered glass,
swiggles the liquor around in his mouth,
then immediately spits it into the sink.
Other tasters are going through the
same procedure in isolated cubicles.
As they sip, they talk to themselves.
"This is too hot. This is too sweet. This
is just right"
-We check for color, aroma and
flavor," said Knopf. "And we've got to
be right. We're making a judgment on
500 barrels of whisky and that's a lot of
money to pour down the drain."
A good taster can rate 20 to 25
samples a day. "If he's unsure about
one, it will be put aside and rechecked
later by somebody else," Knopf said.
Collectively, the six tasters have
more than 100 years's experience, and
the key to success is the taste memory.
"You've got it or you haven't got it,"
said Knopf, who can easily recognize
whisky made at different plants.
He readily admits that he spys on
_
Consumer Comment
"We bring in our competitors' brands
and run them through the lab to see if
they've changed their product," he
said. "I'm positiye they do the same
thing to us."
Knopf, who has been in the business
since 1940, will argue with anyone who
claims that age is a criteria of good
whisky. "I've had some pretty bad stuff
that was 10 to 12 years old and it was
horrible."
He-also points out that liquor won't
age after it's bottled, "no matter what
your friends may tell you."
Knopf said, his job is to guarantee the
distillery tha e "flavor of its product
will stay there, consistent day in and
day out.
To do that, he res on his physical
senses.
"The tongue can tast one part per





Have you ever been -ripped off" by a
business but didn't know what to do
about it? Kentucky has one of the best
Consumer Protection Laws in the
nation, and it provides relief for
consumers who feel they have been
taken advantage of. Under the law, all
unfair, false, misleading or deceptive
business acts or practices in the state
are declared illegal.
To help consumers use the Consumer
Protection La*, a toll-free consumer
hotline has been established.
Kentuckians can call 1-800-372-2960 free
of charge to obtain information or
assistance with a consumer problem.
Stall Tam be rs are available from 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., five days a week to
answer consumer questions.
Most of the calls on the consumer
hotline are from people who have
purchased a product or a service from a
business and are later dissatisfied.
Approximately ninety per cent of these
complaints are due to a lack of
communication or a misunderstanding
between the business and the
consumer. Callers are asked to write
down all of the facts of their complaint,
and to send copies of any letters,
contracts or receipts the received'
from the business to the Attorney
General's Consumer Protection
Division. Our office will then contact
the business and arbitrate or mediate
the problem. If a fraudujent business .
practice is diacavered„ thea..ths--xase
• '
will be turned over to our attorneys for
investigation.
However, if you have an emergency
situation that requires immediate
action, you can call the consumer
hotline and quickly receive the
necessary information needed to solve
your problem. If we cannot directly
answer your questions, we will refer
you to the proper agency that will be
able to help you.
Occasionally calls on the hotline
come from consumers- who have been
approached by a business promoter
with a deal that "sounds too good to be
true." In this situation, callers will be
seeking advice on whether or not to
invest their money in the business.
While our office cannot advise you as to
how to spend your money, we can tell
you whether previous complaints have
been filed against the business.
If you have a complaint about a
business act Or practice, the Attorney
General's Office, Consumer Protection
Division is available to assist
consumers. Our office has found that it
can most effectively deal with written
complaints and encourages you to write
if you have a problem. Enclose copies
of all letters, contracts or receipts that
will help us understand your complaint,
and send this infoemation to the
Attorney General's Office, Consumer
Protection Division, Frankfort,
Kentucky 10001., For emergency...
'
.);
NEW YORK (AP) — The average
employed man spends a lot more time
each day at nonwork activities, such as
coffee breaks and relaxing, than does
the typical working woman, an ongoing
study at the University of Michigan
shows.
Analysis of the data, which began in
1974 and which will be continued to
encompass other ways in which men
and women use their time, is adding
powerful documentation to the
assertion that despite equal rights
legislation, it's still a man's world.
A separate study, based on some of
the data uncovered by Michigan's
Survey Research Center, shows also
that work inequality extends into the
home where, said a researcher, "The
men really don't help much."
To date, the study has found that the
typical employed man spends 52
minutes or 11 per--cent -of each paid
working day„at onwork activities, while
the average woman spends just 35
minutes, or 8 per cent, away from
assigned tasks.
The minutes and pecentages exclude
the lunch  hour.. _hut__do- include
extensions of it beyond the allotted
time, as well as coffee breaks and other
forms of relaxation, including
conversation.
- The same researchers have lesolid
evidence indicating that the energy and
effort expended during the work day is
greater for women than for men.
The glaring differences, said Greg
Duncan, study director, appear to be
rooted in the kinds of jobs commonly
assigned to men and women. "Women
are more closely supervised and unable
to take the breaks men do," he said.
- Despite the more relaxed working
day for men, the study found they make
about $7 an hour, in contrast to the
working woman's $4.34. And when rates
are adjusted for break time, Duncan
said, the figures become $8.48 and $4.86,-
respectively.
Adding to the disparity in the work
day, the researchers found through a
more subjective and less validated
portion of the study that women expend
112 per cent more effort than men
during the time each is working.
The studies have great potential for
explaining what has often been referred
to as the lagging rate of productivity
increase in the United States. As
Duncan said, the 40-hour week does not
ean people are working 40 hours.
erhaps of even greater importance
is e use made by women of the
unfol ng story of inequality. While it is
not a bject on which the professors
express arned opinions, it is bound to
find its w into labor negotiations —
and even int the marriage contract.
John P. obinsori, one of the
researchers an author of the recently
published book, "How America Uses
Time," has found t women continue
to perform most honsehold chores, even
when they become fidltime "market"
workers.
"The man does very little even when
the woman goes to irrk," said
Funny, Funny W • Id
A sure way to be a 'reat
conversationalist is to listen close to
things you already knovf.
Today's girls just unthaw, unthaw,
unthaw. Why can't they learn to open
cans like their mothers did. (Bill
Vaughan)
Even tradition isn't the way it used to
be. It's only a matter of time before you
hear about a young couple whose
family heirlooms are a dozen paper
plates and a COmplete set of -plastic
spoons.
World's least expensive device (Or
keeping burglars from getting into the
house. Give the windows a fresh coat of
point. • .
Robinson, who is also director of
communications research at Cleveland
State University. "Women do 80 per
cent of housework and childcare," he
said.
Women whose main occupation is
within the home usually are occupied
by household chores about 50 hours a
Week, and even when they take on a
full-time commercial job they put in
another 25 hours at home.
"Under those conditions the wife's
time is greatly constrained," he said.
"She really gets squeezed," and he
added, "The men really don't help
much." The man does nine hours of
housework if his wife is not employed
outside, but adds only one hour a week
to that schedule when she leaves the
house to work.
"No other activity has the 'sex
differential there is in housework and
childcare," Robinson asserted. Men
seldom do the laundry, clean up after
meals or make the bed, he said. And
they assume only 20 per cent of
childcare.
A further breakdown of childcare
chores continues to reveal the same
distinctions, or injustices if it is chosen
to view them as such. That 20 per cent is
made up of play-education, whereas
woman do the feeding and dressing.
The intent of the studies is not
specifically to show distinctions
between the sexes but to gain a view of
how America as a whole spends its
time. The male-female findings are just
one of the results.
War of 1812, when Andy Jackson was
the hero of almost every Kentuckian
and most Americans.
Charles Brandon, along with two
friends Eli Hodge and Alex Jackson left
their home to go and join the battle at
Norfolk Virginia-, where it had been
feared that the British would unleash
the blow that would end the War of 1812.
But the British had chosen to go on to
New Orleans, because of a pirate
named Jean Lafitte who had chosen to
throw in his forces with the British and
who knew the swamps and bayous
4round Louisiana and was better suited
to fight there. Anyway, Brandon and his
friends got to New Orleans just in time
to join Old Hickory in the battle which
ended the war for the United States.
The now famous Battle of New
Orleans was the last battle of the war,
actually being fought two weeks after
the peace treaty was signed in Paris,
but because of his relationship with the
man, Charles Brandon forever retained
a great loyalty to Andy Jackson.
So, when in 1818, Jackson traded the
state of Oklahoma to the Indians in
return for the Jackson Purchase,
Brandon and hit` family crossed the
Virginia hills to settle near what is now
Pine Bluff, or Hamlin, in Calloway
County.
Brandon was a big, strong
frontiersman who carved a road
through the Tennessee Valley till he
came to a rocky overlook on Blood
River, where he decided to build a
cabin and make his home.
There were a few other small
settlements nearby, so Brandon
decided that this would be a good place
to establish a grist and sawmill. He
proceeded to put a dam across Blood
River, along about where Panorama
Shores is now. With the water going
over the dam furnishing the power,
Brandon's Mill was soon a going
concern, with men coming from miles
around to avail themselves of its
services.
The Brandons were often paid in
lumber and grain for the work that was
done. It is said that Charles Brandon
carved out a toll bucket of walnut, with
the date engraved on its outside April
17, 1820.
As of 1938, the remains of the mill
were still standing, although no longer
in use as it once was, but still being
operated by Cratus Bonner, who had
married- a great-granddaughter IA
Brandon.
There was a store and a small family
cemetery nearby, where Brandon lay
until Kentucky Lake was impounded
and all the graves but one were moved.
The lake also caused the dam to be
covered with water.
Now there is little or no trace of the
dream of a man who came west with
hopes which he made a reality.
Letter To The Editor
Labor To The Glory Of God!
Dear Editor:
Labor Day comes on the first Monday
in September and it became a national
holiday in 1887. It is celebrated by
parades, by business meetings, and by
'a day of rest.
Labor on this earth began when God
cast Adam and Eve out of the Garden of
Eden when they had sinned against
God. The Bible says in Genesis 3:10:
"In the sweat of thy face shall thou eat
bread, til thou return into the ground;
for out of it wast thou taken: for dust
thou art, and unto dust shalt thou
return." So, man had to go to work.
All throughout the Bible, people
worked for the glory of God.
Noah, having faith in God, built an
ark when he viks told by God that there
would be a flood which would destroy
the earth. Noah worked hard on this ark
and thus preserved all life on this earth.
Moses led the grumbling Israelites
through the wilderness for 40 years so
that God's promise to Abraham might
be fulfilled — that of his seed being as
the grains of sand or the. stars in the
sky.
God took David from his work as a
shepherd boy to become a King of
Israel. His accomplishments in literary
materials for the Bible was at its height
in the 23rd Psalm, which is widely used
at funerals. Psalms sing forth praises
for the glory of God. .
Nehemiah led • the people in re-
building the walls of Jerusalem. It was
almost an impossible job; but it was
said of the people doing this work that
"they had the will to work" and the
project was in "the will of God." Today,
e laborers need to realize these facts,
aul was a tent maker during the
da earning his way, and then
prea • the Gospel at night.
J was a carpenter and He gave
up His J., as carpenter when He spent
the last years of His life in His
redemptive rk for God.
Jesus' disci es forsook their jobs to
do His work on earth — to bring
reiSentant sinners • Christ, who could
forgive them of sins so that they
might go to heaven.
Are you Whoring foc glory of the
. . •„.; • 4,
Lord? His command was to "Preach
the Gospel to all the nations." His
command included everyone in this
world.
Many hungry souls are waiting to
hear "The Story of Jesus." Take it to
them so that what Jesus said can be
fulfilled. Jesus said, "I am the way, the
truth, and the life, no one cometh unto
God but by me."
"We carry the message through the
Word of God which is the Bible; so we
need to read it daily for at least an hour
or so or more so that we can labor in the
vineyards of the Lord. The Bible and
the Holy Spirit will tell you what to do.






Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Bible Thought
For thus saith the Lord,unto
4 the house of Israel, Seek Nte-me.
and ye shall live. Amos
The secret of a nation's
prosperity is in. the humitity
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Murray Business News Briefs
Edited by
FRANK GONZALES
Grayson McClure Named Harris Dealer Of The Year
Grayson McClure of
Happy Holiday Travel in
Murray was named Harris
Flote-Bote Dealer of the
Year at the recent Harris
Dealerama held in Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin. Mc-
Clure, 55, became a marine
dealer in 1968 as an
automobile sideline and




Kentucky on the Blood
' River finger of Kentucky
Lake, McClure attributes
his success as a Harris
dealer to plenty of local
advertising, an availability
of Flote-Botes ready for
demonstration rides, the
wisdom to drop some
unprofitable lines, and the
fact that Harris has never
crowded his territory




Bert Carlos, for the fine
way they back up their
product, McClure com7
mented that in his seven
years as a Harris dealer he
hasn't had one truly
dissatisfied customer.
McClure also explained
that his only advice to other
dealers is, "don't be afraid
to cut loose unprofitable and his daughteti-in-law,
lines." Marcia, as bookkeeper.
A family run operation, In addition to spending
Happy Holiday Travel also over 70 hours each week
employs McClure's son, with his dealership, Mc-
Don, as service manager Clure is also on the Board
of Directors of the eight
county Kentucky Western
Waterland, and the local
Chamber of Commerce,
where he served as
president two years ago.
1978 Buick Regal Sports Coupe powered by turbocharged V-6
FLINT, Mich., — Buick coupes in the Regal and
Motor Division today LeSabre series. It will be
released the details of its available in both models
1978 Regal Sport Coupe, a with either a two-barrel or
personalized luxury car four-barrel carburetor.
powered by a turbocharged Collier emphasized that
V-6 engine, the turbocharged V-6 is of
The Regal, one of the n,ew even-firing design
General Motors' new and will be the only engine
generation of intermediate available in those models.
size cars, is nearly a foot It is a production version of
shorter and approximately the 3.8 litre (231 cid) V-6
560 pounds lighter than its used in the Indianapolis
1977 counterpart. pace car last year.
"Buick, which pioneered The way turbocharger is
such innovations as the set up, it 'is strictly a
torque converter tran- demand system, Collier
mission and directional explained. At normal high-
signals, assumes a new
pioneering role in 1978— its
75th anniversary — the
turbocharging of a small
engine for a family car,"
said David C. Collier;
general manager and a
vice president of General
Motors.
Buick will offer the
turbocharged V-6 in two




By loaning your deposits to approved borrowers,





There were banks in an-
cient Babylon, Egypt,
Greece and Rome. The
primary purpose of these
earliest banks was simply
the safekeeping of
depositors' money.
way speed, the tur-
bocharger does not affect
the power output of the
engine. But when the ac-
celerator is depressed, the
turbocharger pumps a
bigger air-fuel mixture into
the cylinders, boosting the
power from a normal 105
horsepower to 159 with the
two-barrel carburetor, and
165 hp with the four-barrel.
"For the driver, this is
the best of both worlds,"
Collier said. "Under
normal conditions, he is
getting the economy of a
small engine.
SO*: Imp. woof -
Sixiip
Kilcoyne and Daughty celebrate
first year at University Barber Shop
Don Kilcoyne, left above
and Fred Daughty
celebrate their first an-
niversary at the University
Barber Shop. The two are
We take the worry out of
business insurance
A buSineSsman has enough worries
without adding the worry of ,nsurance
coverage
That's where we come In As an
,ndependent agent, we represent a
mirr.t,er if nSurant 0,,Dan.es That
means we can shop around to get the
best coverage for you - at the best
rates







se.ve s .0. r,..s,
- _
PROVIDING MURRAY'S
MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICE
Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751
style innovators in the art
of hair cuts and styling.
Their shop is located at

























You won't find the Mayor
at City Hall these days. Not
if you're looking for Mayor
Fos of Puzzletown, that is.
He's residing at the local
library along with some of
his friends, and they're
now conducting their daily
activities there.
The Mayor and his
friends are part of a special
"Puzzletown" display
currently exhibited in the
children's reading section
of the Calloway County
Public Library on Main
Street. The library was one
of more than 2,500 libraries
across the United States
which recently received
complimentary Puz-
zletown play sets from
Playskool, Inc., a division




three to eight years old,
Puzzletown is a put-
together, take-apart
storybook town featuring




Playskool, a leader in the
preschool toy field, made
the Puzzletown set
available to libraries since
the toy creates a natural
place for story telling, role




Al J. Kipp factory engineer retiring from Tappan
Al J. Kipp, factory
engineer of thk Murray
Operation, The Tappan
Company, is retiring after
32 years with Tappan.
Al was hired at Tappan,
Mansfield, Ohio, on Sep-
tember 12, 1945, and came
to the Murray Operation on
October 10, 1945, in a
management position in
the maintenance area.
Al and his wife. Marjorie,
live at 1001 Payne Street,
here in Murray. They have
one daughter, Peggy, who
is a medical technician in
Memp, Tennessee.
Al and Marjorie are
members of the First
United Methodist Church.
He is a member of the
Murray Country Club, the
Moose Club, and a past
Majestic restaurant Murray's newest
Murray's newest family
restaurant had its ribbon
cutting recently.
The Majestic will be
managed by Gus Georgiou
and will feature a family
style menu of steaks, pizza,
ravioli, spaghetti and
Loretta Jobs of Loretta
Jobs Real Estate an-
nounces the appointment of
Brenda H Jones as sales
associate
Mrs. Jones is a former
teacher in the Marshall
County School system. She
is from Ballard County and
a graduate of Murray State
Universit She is a
member 4f Beta Sigma Phi
and attends the First.
Baptist Church.
Loretta Jobs Real Estate
is located at 1200
Sycamore
salads.
Shown at the ribbon
cutting left to right are Gus
Georgiou, manager of the
Majestic, Gedric Paschall,
vice,oresident of the Bank
of Murray, Helen Kar-
vournis, Pete Georgiou,
Joe Dick, president of the
Bank of Murray, James
Johnson, executive
secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce and
Tom Karvoarnis,
developer of the Olympic
Plaza location of the
Majestic restaurant.
Micheal E. Keller passes CPA Examination
Michael H. Keller of
Murray has recently
passed the examinations
for Certified Public Ac-
countant.
Michael is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Keller of
College Farm Road. He is a
graduate of Murray State
University and is presently
working on an MBA at the
University of South
Florida. Tampa. studying
computer auditing. He is
employed at the Exchange
This Business News feature
will appear each Saturday
n the
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Olympic Plaza — 753-7753

















DESIGNERS AND PRODUCERS Of Olt [TOOLS
102 N. 4th Street 753-5397
Bank Ceti) of Tampa as
auditor.
William E. Tuttle,
president of the State
Board of Accountancy, has
announced that 50 can-






certificates at the Sept. 30





All candidates for a
certificate as. Certified
Public Accountant in the
United States take the
same examination on the
same days in the months of
May and November of each
year.
All successful candidates
will be recognized at this
meeting _where the State
Board of Accountancy will
present certificates to
those eligible.
Mrs. Keller is completing
her studies in orthoptics.
member of the Lions Club.
He has been active in civic
projects and was active in
the construction of Kyle
Field and the Murray
Country Club.
Al enjoys camping and
fishing. He is very skilled
in making Kentucky long
rifle replicas.




manager; Mr. Kipp; Ton?
Rice, plant general




























• Grayson, Aline, Don and Marcia McClure
- and Bert Carlos
Don Kilcoyne and Fred Daughty
Brenda Jones Michael H. Keller
Gus and Pete Georgiou Tom and Helen Karvournis
Ali. Kipp,
Don Alley, Gail Cordrey, Tom Rice and Dale White
Ye. Arms: -
three hits to the 15-hit attack
the Cubs launched against
Tommy' John, 14-5, whose
string of 22 scoreless innings
came to an end before he could
retire a batter.
The Cubs' hefty offense
made it easy for Mike Krukow
to rack up his eighth victory in
18 decisions.
Ph lilies 9, Wstros 5
Pitcher Larry Christenson
hit a three-run homer and
benefited from three other
homers; winning his eighth
straight game as Philadelphia
beat Houston. Christenson, 12-
5, homered over the center
field wall in the sixth inning
with Bob Boone and Ted
Sizemore on base. The homer,
his second this year, came off
Houston starter Joe Niekro, 8-
5, who gave up eight runs and
nine hits in six innings.
The Phillies got three runs
in the first on Bake McBride's
single, a double by Greg
Luzinski and Richie Hebner's
15th-homer. Beene hit4iis40th
homer of the year in the
second and Jay Johnstone hit
his hinth in the sixth.
I.
Pirates 6, Giants 1
John Candelaria pitched a
five-hitter and Bill Robinson
,hit a two-run homer to lead
Pittsburgh over San
Francisco. Robinson's homer,
his 22nd, came in the first
inning off losing pitcher Bob
Knepper, 6-7, and followed a
walk by Frank Taveras.
Candelaria, 13-4, allowed
only two walks and no hits
over the initial 42-3 innings
before Alexander lined a
single to center. Derrel
Thomas scored the only San
Francisco run in the eighth
when he tripled and came
home on a sacrifice fly by Rob
Andrews.
Braves 5-2, Expos 3-7
Right-hander Phil Niekro
hurled a six-hitter And struck
out six batters to increase his
National League-leading total
to 191 as Atlanta won the
opener from Montreal.
Tony Perez's three-run
single highlighted a four-run
'er Perez maimed, his
bases-loaded single, he later
scored the fourth run of the





Ledger & Times Sports Editor
How much can someone
learn from a football jam-
boree'




and losses, long hard week-
days of practice followed by
games on Friday nights and
they all blend in to form a
season.
A year ago, it was Murray
High and Mayfield who looked
so tough in the West Kentucky
Football Jamboree, the first of
the annual events in Roy
Stewart Stadium. Almost
everyone ignored Caldwell
County that evening because
they played so poorly.
And who would have
guessed that same Caldwell
County team would on the fifth
Friday night of the football
season knock Murray High out
of the District race with a
stunning 7-6 upset at Holland
Stadium?
So actually, not much is
really learned from jam-
borees. About the only things
that are formed are opinions.
And the opinions Friday night,
after the second West Ken-
tucky Football Jamboree was
held, were interesting.
Even before the jamboree,
opinions were interesting.
Most coaches agreed football
teams in the area would be
well-balanced this season.
e They are.
The results from Friday's
"games:" Caldwell County
won 8-0 over Heath in the
opener, Murray High won 6-0
over Lone Oak in the second
20-minute contest and in the
third mini-game, Trigg
County won 7-0 over Reidland.
First of all, as far as the 2-A
race is concerned, one might
draw several conclusions:
—Mayfield was not in the
jamboree, they had already
played several scrimmage
games and were not eligible to
play. How tough is Mayfield?
They won 18-6 over Henry
-County serimmage game-
and the Patriots are supposed
to have one of their best clubs
ever. Henry County
NOWHERE TO GO—Lone Oak quarterback Steve Mathis had no place to go to keep from being
creamed by the Murray High Tigers. Moving in for the kill are Frank Gilliam (82) along with Paul
Whiteford (85) while Claude Johnson (23) Moves in from the side of-thit picture.
41. ,111°
ONE OF THE BEST—One of the best quarterbacks in the area this season is senior Carroll Boyd
(15) of CeldwiN County. Boyd directed Caldwell County to an 8-0 win over Heath in the opening
game of the jamboree Friday.
,
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MIS
SIX POINTS —Claude Johnson (23) of the Tigers goes into the endzone while Alvin 
Parham (74) leaps into the air. In the end-
zone with Johnson is Kyrile Catlett, who along with Parham, showed good speed at 
defensive end spots.
(gaff Pbetee by 110i Breedee)
Beat Goes On For Foster
Beatings Go On For NY Mets
Hs KEN HA1'1'0P0R1
AP Sports IA titer
The beat goes on for George
Foster—and the beatings go
on for the New York Mets.
Foster continued to succeed
with the long ball and the Mets
continued to fail Friday night
as the Major league's leading
slugger blasted his 40th and
41st home runs to help the
Cincinnati Reds to a 4-1, 4-3
doubleheader sweep.
The power display by
Cincinnati's lean left-fielder
gave him a special distinction,
although he tended to play
down the fact that he had.
become the first major
leaguer to hit the 40-homer
plateau since 1973.
The last time that figure
was reached, four players did
it— Willie Stargell had 44 with
the Pittsburgh ' a es -ad
Dave Johnson h d 43, Darrell
Evans 41 and Hank Aaron 40,
all with the Atlanta Braves.
Eater's RBI total reached
an astronomical Tigtire 61-11g.
after Friday night's
performance. That averages
out to nearly one a game.
Just for the record, though,
Foster is within shooting
distance of Hack Wilson's
National League record of 56
hope runs in one season and is
24:2away from Roger Mans'
major league mark of 61. The
Rids have 40 games left. The
ditfeats were the eighth and
nth for the Mets in their last
11 games.
In other National League
games, the St. Louis Cardinals
bombed the San Diego Padres
12-4, the Chicago Cubs
defeated - the Los Angeles
Dodgers 6-2, the Philadelphia
Phillies outscored the Houston
4stros 9-5, the Pittsburgh
pirates turned back the San
Francisco Giants 6-1 and
Atlanta trimmed Montreal 5-3
in the first game of a
doubleheader before dropping
a 7-2 decision in the nightcap.
Cardinals 12, Padres 4
Mike Tyson drove in six
runs with a home run, double
and single, pacing a 16-hit
attack that carried St. Louis
over San Diego.
The stocky Tyson, a .231
hitter at the start of the game,
smacked a bases-loaded
double, driving in three runs
during a five-run rally in the
first inning.
Tyson belted his seventh
homer of the season following
a single by Ken Reitz in the
and- -- •catzrred his
offensive flurry with a run-
scoring single during a five-
run fifth.
Cubs 6, Dodgers 2
Bill Buckner smashed. two
homers and two singles and
drove in five runs against his
former teammates to lead
Chicago past Los Angeles.
Ivan DeJesus, also a former
Dodger, had three hits and
drove in the other Chicago run
and Steve Ontiveros added
Seven Knotted At Top
Of Westchester Pack
HARRISON, N.Y. (AP) —
!Tom Weiskopf is searching for
lit spot in the World Series of
Oolf. Jim Wiechers is fighting
for his playing life.
And five others—Miller
Barber, Leonard Thompson;
Boward Twitty, nod Curl and
charles Coody, all tied with
Weiskopf and Wiechers at
ileven-under-par 135—are
:se. eking the $60,000 first prize
:in the rich Westchester
The seven-under-par tie for
Arst place halfway through
3!)is $300,000 event represents
* largest number sharing
t.ie lead in any tour event
.elinee nine players were locked
tor the first-round lead in the
1969 PGA National Charn-
-Pionship.
in addition, there are three
*oilers only one shot off the
tead and four others another
shot behind, produting a
group of 14 players within two
shots of each other after 36
holes over the tight, hilly, little
6,603-yard Westchester
Country Club course,.
Aside from Weiskopf, the
game's more glamorous
names aren't among them.
Lanny Wadkins and Gene
Littler, who had to go to a
playoff to decide the PGA title
at Pebble Beach, Calif. last
weekend, both failed to qualify
for the final two rounds.
Wadkins, the PGA champion,
had a 77-- 152 and Littler was
73-150.
Jack Nicklaus just made the
cutoff figure of 145 after .0
second-round 74. Johnny
Miller had his best round of
the season, a 66, and was at
139. He was tied with British







8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
1:30 P.M. to 6 P.M.
Other Hours by Appointment
Call 753-2962
obliterated Paducah Tilgh-
man in a scrimmage game
this past Wednesday and
nobody would believe the
score so why bother?
Thejnji. red by most:
'We a th
are MIX, good ballclubs.
Mayfield is a great ballclub
and therefore, 'the team to
beat.
FIRST GAME
Heath won the opening coin
toss for the first 10-minute
half. For six minutes, they
used superb blocking and ate
up yardage on the ground. But
on a fourth and one, they
failed to get the first down and
gave up the ball on the
Caldwell County 37.
In the final minute of the
first half, Caldwell County
drove down to the Heath two
but fumbled the ball away.
Behind the arm of quar-
terback Carroll Boyd, Cald-
well County began mounting a
serious offensive bid early in
the second half. Boyd gained
22 yards on the ground to
move the ball down to the
Heath 18 then David Barnes
gained 10 yards to move the
ball to the eight.
With 7:30 left in the game,
Mark Blackburn went down
the left side'on a first and 10
from eight yards out for the
TD and on the conversion run,
Boyd recovered • Barnes'
fumble and took the ball in for
an 8-0 Caldwell County lead.
That was the game.
OPINION: Caldwell County
is extremely quick and Boyd
should be one of the very best
quarterbacks around this
year. Heath is a good club but,
they will have to get more of
an offensive game before they
can even be labeled as a
serious darkhorse in the
District 2-A race.
SECOND GAME
The talk around Murray has
been a poor season ahead for
the Tigers.
The talk will change a bit
after their performance
- FridaY•
Murray High won the coin
toss, used up about five
minutes in their offensive
series and moved the ball
from their own 30 down to the
Lone Oak 41 before punting
the ball away.
On the first two Lone Oak
plays, halfback Johnny Pryor
ran for gains of 12 and 21
yards. After that, Lone Oak
gained nine net yards the rest
of the evening, finishing with
42, a dozen yards less than
Murray.
The Lone Oak series ended
when on a fourth and 11 from
the Murray 17, linebacker
Paul Whiteford creamed
quarterback Steve Mathis for
a five-yard loss.
Lone Oak's second series
and last series of the half
ended when cornerback
Thomas Kendall of the Tigers
snared a Mathis pass and
intercepted the ball on the
Tiger 47, returning it down to
the Lone Oak 37 before the half
ended.
The only score of the game
was set up by Kendall's
second interception, which
came at the 9:09 mark of the
second half. Kendall popped
from nowhere and grabbed
the ball on the Lone Oak 40 and
returned it 10 yards.
After getting a first down,
the Tigers sent Claude
Johnson in to run at tailback.
Johnson carried the ball three
times, gaining seven, six and
four yards, the final carry
taking the ball into the end-
zone.
Johnson's touchdown run
came at the 6:02 mark and
was up center. The conversion
run failed as quarterback
Greg Garland was stopped
short.
For the rest of the game, the
Tigers showed off their
defensive end play with Kyrile
Catlett and Alvin Parham
both making brilliant plays in
sacking the Lone Oak quar-
terback.
"After our first series on
offense and defense, we kind
of got into it and played with
more determination," Murray
coach John Hina said.
"Another objective of this ,
thing was trying to get some
players in the game to see
what they could do. We were
able to two-deep and I was
fairly pleased with our depth.
"Overall, we've still got
quite a bit of preparation to do
before we're ready to play.
I'm pleased but not satisfied,"
Hina added.
OPINION: Don't count
Murray High out of the 2-A
race, though it will be ex-
tremely tough going if the
Tigers are to win it.
THIRD GAME
After a fairly uneventful
first eight minutes, there was
some excitement as Trigg
County's James Northington
flew 53 yards down the middle
of the field for a touchdown
with 1:39 left in the opening
half.
The PAT by Ernie Baker
was good and the Wildcats of
Coach Jimmy Harrell had a 7-
0 lead.
The two clubs, who seemed
to be fairly even, both played a
hard-hitting defense and both
clubs showed they were
capable of Moving the ball.
Reidland almost managed
to score but time ran out when
they were stopped by the clock
on the three-yard line, leaving
Coach Don Shelton's
Greyhounds with a 7-0 loss.
OPINION: The games were
fun and they gave football fans
a preview of things to come.
Other than that, the games
meant nothing.
KICKING HIGH— Check Payne (25) of Wand kicks his log
high as he scampers and pins sonie grimed in the 7-0 less to













Dust & Mud OR Pavement
WHY?
Did the City Council, on February 10th, 1977, vote not to accept a
proposal from the State Highway Department to send approx. $350,000.00
to pave, curb and gutter, and place sidewalks and street lights on Glen-
dale Road from 121 to 641.
FOR ANSWERS

























F T Seargent Jr
NI
mtrr. MR. PARHAM—It wasn't a formal introduction but Lone Oak's Steve Mathis (34) Pot
quickly acquainted with Tiger defensive end Alvin Parham (74) who socked the Lens Oak quer-
terbeck on the play. Also in the picture for Murray are David Stephansen (TS) and Peal
Whiteford (85) while number 30 for Lone Oak is Johnny Pryor!) (Stet, Motes by Mike Sreedee)
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Wilbur Wood Makes Three
Changes To Put Chisox In 1st
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Wilbur Wood made three
changes and put the Chicago
White Sox in first place.
The knuckleballer changed
his delivery, his pitching style
and his losing ways Friday as
he hurled the White Sox to a 3-
1 victory over the Milwaukee
Brewers Friday. It was
Wood's first victory since July
22.
He traced his recent
problems to dropping his
elbow and pitching hand as he
delivered the ball. Now he is
throwing straight over the top.
About the second change, he
.said, "I normally throw about
80 to 85 per cent knuckle balls,
but I threw a few more fast
balls than normal tonight
because I've just been walking
too many men.
"I struck out Won) Money
on a fast ball in the ninth
inning. It may have caught
him by surprise, although it
was kind of a gamble. But he
was the leadoff hitter and I
just didn't want to walk him.
"If he hits a home run, so
what? We still have a one-run
lead. Maybe he'll hit t fast
ball 400 feet for an out. The
important thing was not to
walk him," Wood said.
The victory boosted the
White Sox into first place in
the tight American League
West race by two percentage
points over Texas. The Kansas
City Royals and Minnesota
Twins _ are tied for second
place, one-half game behind
the White Sox and Rangers.
In other AL games Friday,
Baltimore edged Minnesota 3-
2, Kansas City bombed Boston
9-3, New York clobbered
Texas 9-1, Toronto defeated
California 3-1, Cleveland
nipped- Oakland 21 and
Detroit downed Seattle 6-4.
Richie Zisk and Oscar
Gamble belted successive
homers in the second inning to
back Wood's five-hit pitching.
The left-hander, who
increased his record to 6-5,
was hit hard only in the fifth
inning when the Brewers
scored their lone run.
Royals 9, Red Sox 3
"My back only hurt twice all
night," said Kansas City's
George Brett, who returning
to the lineup Friday after
rested for four days because of
his ailment. "It hurt when I
stooped low to pick up ground
balls. It hurt a little bit when I
swung at low pitches:"
Brett picked on a low pitch
off Mike Paxton and drove it
over the fence in the first
inning. "Whatever pain I felt
disappeared when the ball
went out."
Amos Otis and John
Mayberry joined Brett in the
Royal home run parade as the
Red Sox' AL East lead
narrowed to 242 games over
NFL At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Exhibitions
Friday's Games
Cleveland 19, St. Louis 10
Baltimore 29, Minnesota 7
Saturday's Games
Denver at Atlanta, n.
Pittsburgh vs. New York
Jets at Giants Stadium, n.
Green Bay at Tampa Bay, n.
Buffalo at New Orleans, n.
New York Giants at San
Diego, n.
Chicago at Houston, n.
Miami at Dallas, n.
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati at Detroit
Los Angeles at San
Francisco
Monday's Games .. New
England at Philadelphia, n.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers wile Wive net
received tbeir hente-riefiverml
copy et The Alarray Ledger
Throes by 5:30 p. s. Mersiry-
Friday
.
 or by 3:30 p. 5. on
Setwilays ere weed to cal
753-1116 between 5:30 p.
awl 4p. S.,Illeeday-friesy,
Sr 3:30 p. w. end 4 p. s.
latwasys, te insure ligivery
of Ite newspaper. Calls west
I. pieced by 6 p. week -
gays or 4 p.s. 51terdays to
geerwitee delivery.
game winner.
Winless since June 5, Garvin
went 'The first 61-3 innings to
increase his - record to --8-13.
Ryan, who struck out 13 Blue
Jays to extend his major
league record to 101 games
with 10 or more strikeouts, is
17-11.
Indians 2, A's 1
Cleveland right-hander Al
Fitzmorris pitched a five-
hitter before needing ninth-
inning relief help as Cleveland
Baltimore and New York.
Otis hit a three-run blast in
the sixth and Mayberry
slammed a' two-run shot.
Orioles 3, Twins 2
Andres Mora slammed a
two-run homer to bock Mike
Flanagan's pitching as
Baltimore stopped Minnesota.
Flanagan, 9-9, allowed the
Twins just two hits over the
final seven innings as he
gained his first victory since
July 24 and handed Minnesota
its fifth one-run loss in a week.
Flanagan fanned six and
walked two, facing just one
batter over the minimum
after the second inning. The
25-year-old Oriole left-hander
outdueled Twins ace Dave
Goltz, who gave up just six
hits but lost his first game in
six weeks and dropped to 15-7.
Yankees 8, Ringers 1
Mike Torrez hurled a four-
hitter and Reggie Jackson and
Roy White powered home runs
as New York captured its
sixth straight victory. Torrez,
who earned his sixth
consecutive complete-game
victory, increased his record
to 14-10.
The Yankees scored five
unearned runs off starter
Roger Moret, 24, capped by
Jackson's two-run single.
Jackson slammed his 22nd
homer in the seventh and
White added his 12th homer in
the ninth.
Blue Jays 3, Angels 1
Jerry Garvin, with relief
help from Pete Vukovieh,
snapped a 10-game losing
string as the Blue Jays toppled
California. The loss prevented
handed Oakland its 17th loss in
its last 19 games.
Fitzmorris, 5-7, gave up a
run on three hits in the first
inning and then allowed only a
seventh-inning single by
Mitchell Page and a leadoff
single by Marty Perez in the
ninth before being relieved.
He retired 11 batters in a row
over one stretch.
Tigers 6, Mariners 4
Steve Kemp slammed two
homers, driving in four runs,
to power Detroit past Seattle.
Kemp's hitting boosted Dave
Rozema's record to 14-4,
although he needed relief help
in the ninth. Rozema, who
gained his seventh
consecutive victory, had
hurled eight straight complete
games.
• Kemp lashed a three-run
homer in the first inning and
followed with a solo blast in
the seventh. The Mariners
picked, up runs in the fourth
and seventh on solo homers by
Ruppert Jones and Dan
Meyer.
Racers Returning Total Of 33
Lettermen, Furgerson Pleased
By Joe Tom Erwin
Murray State SIX)
Murray State University
which began football practice
Monday, has 33 lettermen
back from last year's team
which compiled a 5-6 record
and finished third in the Ohio
Valley Conference with a 4-3
record. A majority of them
had starting assignments
sometime during the season.
"We have a lot of good
players back and we had a
good spring practice," Racer
coach Bill Furgerson says. "If
we can continue to improve
this fall, we could make a
strong bid for the conference
championship."
The Racer defense, among
the toughest in the OVC last
fall, has four ends, five
tackles, eight linebackers, and
three backs who have proven
they can play.
The most notable defensive
returnee is safety Eddie
McFarland, twice All-OVC
and last year academic All-
America. McFarland, the
Racer captain, had 43 tackles,
20 assists, 3 fumble
recoveries, and 2 in-
terceptions last season. Jim
O'Conner, who also returns at
defensive back, had 31
tackles, 13 assists, 4 fumble
recoveries, and 3 in-
terceptions.
Roy Hackley, who started
some late games and did a
Paris Landing Tourney
Set Tuesday, Wednesday
The second annual Paris Landing State Park Golf Tour-
nament will be held August 23 and 24, .Tuesday and Wed-
nesday of next week.
The golfers' score from the first day will determine the
flights. Any golfer who improves his first day score by more
than 10 per cent will automatically be moved up a flight.
Based upon a full field of 160 golfers, there will be six
flights with six places awarded in each flight.
First place is worth a set of Ram Accubar Irons worth $280
Nolan Ryan from becoming while second place is worth a set of woods worth $138. Third
the major leagues' first 18- place is a Ram Investor series bag with matching head
covers, worth $84 while fourth place is a Ram bulldozer
wedge valued at $35. Fifth place is a Ram nylon umbrella
worth $26 while sixth place is a Ram accubar putter valued at
$25. Again, those are theprizes in EACH flight
The tourney champion will also receive a trophy.
The tourney will begin with a shotgun start at 8:30 a. m.
and 1:30 p. m. on both Tuesday and Wednesday, with four-
somes teeing off simultaneously on all 18 holes. Participants
may arrange their own foursomes but foursomes for the final
day will be arranged by tourney officials.
Golf carts are being assigned as entfy fees are being
received.
To sign up, call the golf shop at Paris Landing State Park at
901-642-5150.
good job last spring at the
back slot vacated by Darrell
Ramsey, had 27 tackles. Doug
Shelton, Who saw enough
action last fall to get 18 tackles
and 8, assists, started on the
first unit at the other
defensive back spot during the
spring. Tommy Houck, a
redshirt, had a good spring.
Four promising recruits will
also try for back positions this
fall.
Returning ends are Bill
Shannon, Sam Franklin, John
Farris, and Jeff Parks.
Shannon had 15 tackles, 15
assists, and a fumble recovery
last season. Franklin had 41
tackles, 19 assists, and 4
fumble recoveries; Farris,
who missed) several games
with an injury, had 14, 8, and 2
and Parks had 11, 5, and 1.
Six of the eight linebackers
who performed so well in the
spring, played last year, the
other two are redshirts. Those
returning are Kevin Whitfield,
an alternate captain, who had
56 tackles and 37 assists;
Bobby Craig, 63 and 26; David
Reagan, 21 and 6; Steve
Maxwell, 17 and 4 and 2
fumble recoveries; Willie
Wilson, 20, Band 1; and Tony
Boone, 10 and 3. The reishirts
are Mike Basiak and Mike
Cukierski.
Bruce Martin, whom
Furgerson called the best in
the OVC at his position when'
he was hurt with two games to
go on the schedule, heads the
defensive tackle corps.
Despite missing the last two
games, he had 58 tackles, 25
assists, and 3 fumble
recoveries and was named to
the All-OVC second team.,
Other returning tackles are
Chuck Marquess, who had 35
tackles and. P.. assists, Jeff
Boyd with 30 and 14, and
Dennis McGee with 4 and 6.
The three had a fumble
recovery each. The fifth
tackle is redshirt Jeff Gard-
ner, an All-Indiana player at
Evansville Harrison two
seasons ago.
The Racer defense set an
MC record with 40 fumble
recoveries last fall, picked off
22 enemy _passes., and held
opponents to an average of
13.5 points a game.
The Race c offense will again
be directed by quarterback
Mike Dickens, an alternate
captain who completed 60 of
158 passes for 659 yards and 3
touchdowns last fall. Despite
sometimes leaky pass





Okay. We know the Murray State football team is going to
be better than last year's team which went 5-6 and needed
just five points in the right places to win the Ohio Valley
Conference championship.
The question is: How much better are the Racers going to
be? The answer: much more than they have been given
credit for thus far.
In the pre-season poll of coaches, MuiTay State was
picked for fourth, which is sort of silly considering the
Racers finished third last year and are coming off one of
their best recruiting years ever.
Now for the whipped cream on top of the mashed
potatoes, in other words, somebody has to be sick
somewhere: a newspaper in Murfreesboro has picked
Murray State to finish dead last in the eight-team con-
ference.
"I'll say this," Bill Furgerson told a modest-sized group
of newspaper, television and radio men Friday at the MSU
Press Day.
"Last year, we ended the season by beating Western Ken-
tucky 16-6. Right now, talent-wise, we have a much better
team than we did at that point," Furgerson said.
Rather than putting the pressure on his own shoulders,
Furgerson did not spend much time talking about the skill
areas. Instead, he let his assistants do the backpatting.
First came Bill Hina, who works with the defensive line,
which is always a pleasure, since Murray State's defense is
consistent as the tax collector.
"I'm worried," Hina said.
"Thus far, in our scrimmages, ow- defense hasn't been
able to contain our offense. Of course we're excited about
our offense..."
Since we have Joe Tom Erwin's story on MSU football in
today's paper, we won't spend all day talking about per-
sonnel, except the ones you would be most interested in
readingabout.
Moving right along, as Johnny Carson says, assistant
coach Gary Crum spoke briefly about the defensive secon-
dary, which is summed up in one word: McFarland.
Twice an All-OVC selection and last year an academic
All-American, McFarland will head up the superb lineup of
defensive backs, which should be the best in the league.
Crum said haying McFarland in the defensive backfield
was "like having a coach on the field." Doug Shelton, for-
mer Murray High star, will start at one cornerback
position.
Offensively, there are two major areas of interest.
The line is one, simply because it was so poor last season,
then there's the backfield, which was poor last season
because the line was poorer.
Ready for this one? Against Western Kentucky last
season, the leading ground gainer was freshman tailback
Don Portell. Where is Don Portell today?
He's still in schobl, no longer a member of the football
team. It's just that last spring, following a brilliant
recruiting effort by the entire Racer gaff, Porten found
himself fifth on the depth chart.
Now that along with the fact the Racer defense can't con-
tain the offense, should tell you something.
Assistant coach Jere Stripling also pinch-hitting for
hospitalized Carl Oakley, said he felt that with the im-
proved offensive line, quarterback Mike Dickens will be the
best in the league.
Also, Randy Jones of Mayfield will lead a group of
fullbacks that run four-deep The other three include Tony
Franklin, Tyrus Brown and Dusty McConnell.
Now, the big question around town the past few days is
this: How has Lindsey Hudspeth being doing?
Presently, Austin Perine is operating as the number one
tailback and Larry Dostal is second.
Danny Johnson, the super tailback from East Prairie, is
running third string and Hudspeth is fourth string.
However, you can bet all four tailbacks will be seeing a lot
of action.
In describing a move Hudspeth made in a Friday mor-
ning scrimmagp(and incidentally Hudspeth gained 12 yar-
ds on the play!Stripling said "we haven't had a runner with
that much speed since Don { layton was here."
John Rockne, whose grandfather was the famous Notre
Dame coach Knute Rockne. said Murray is nine-deep at the
receiver positions. Rockne said this may be the best year
ever for receivers.
"On the whole, ever one in the league is going to be im-
proved this year," Furge Non said.
"Eastern Kentucky had 32 lettermen returning and they,
go two-deep with lettermen at every position. •
"I think our defense is going to continue to be good but I'll
say this, for you folks who like offensive football, we're
going to put some points on the board this year," Furgerson
added.
Two weeks from today that's just what the Racers will be
doing.
yards. He's a 6-3, 210-pound
junior. Completing perhaps
the best quarterback corp in
the OVC are David Ruzich, a
6-311, 205-pound senior, and
Roger Rushing, a 6-1, 190-
pound junior. Ruzich started a
couple games last fall, saw
action in most of them, and
completed 24 of 67 passes for
331 yards. Rushing was
switched to tailback last year,
but sat out most of the season
because of illness. He rushed
for 80 yards in 31 carries.
Running back Tony
Franklin, who led the team in
rushing with 280 yards in 97
carries, was injured in the
Austin Peay game and missed
spring practice while
recuperating. However, 'he'll
be back this fall. Randy Jones,
who had 88 yards in 35 rushes
last year, had an excellent
spring practice and should be
at his peak this fall. Two
junior college transfers,
Austin Perine and Tyrus
Brown, are expected to give
the Racer offense speed and
deception. Perine, a 5-11, 180-
pound junior from Gulfsouth,
Miss., Junior College, rushed
for 91 yards and a touchdown
and caught two passes for 26
yards in the spring game.
Brown, a 6-1, 180-pounder
from Halls, Tenn., rushed for
36 yards and a touchdown.
Another promising newcomer
is 5-10, 195-pound transfer
Larry Dostal. Two freshmen
backs, Lindsey Hudspeth, of
Murray and Danny Lee
Johnson of East Prairie, Mo.,
are also expected to aid the
Racer offense.
Tight end David Thomas led
the Racers in receiving last
fall with 17 catches for 219
yards and 3 touchdowns, and
Furgerson says he was one of
the most improved players on
the squad during spring
practice. He's a 6-1, 215-pound
junior.
Three veteran wide
receivers, Garry Briunm, Jeff
Braaten, ana Larry Foxwell,
are back, and punter Wes
Furgerson, who. saw some
action at fulback last season,
has been moved to the
position. Brurrun caught 17
passes for 209 yards last fall,
Forwell 15 for 187 yards, and
Braaten 10 for 104 yards.
Redshirt Keith Swearingen
looked promising at the
position in the spring.
The offensive line, which
showed significant progress in
all phases but particularly at
pass blocking during spring
practice, is led by veterans
-; —
Dan Hutchinson and Jim Jea.
at guard and center,
respectively. Mike Shields,
who started a couple late
games at guard, is also back
as are part-time starters Mike
Rawls, and Bruce Raley at::
tackle. Cecil Wolberton,
center last season, has been•
moved to tackle. Shields is a S; •
11, 211-pound senior; Rawls, 6-
1,. 250-pound sophomore;
Raley, a 6-4, 252-pound junior;
and Wolberton a 6-242, 230-
pound junior. Jerry Lee, who
sat •ouk last season, has
rejoin ti'Me has
been switched to offensive
guard from fullback.
The Racer kicking game
could be the best in the OVC
with both placekicker Hank
LaGorce and punter Wes
Furgerson returning.
LaGorce was the team's
leading scorer last year with
36 points on 10 field goals and 6
extra points. He was 6 for 7 on
extra points, 10 for 20 on field
goals, and made the All-OVC
team. Furgerson punted 89
times for an average of 40.4
yards.
The Racers will open their
season rib-Southeast Missouri
September 3. The first home
game will be with Tennessee
Tech Sept. 24.
OPEN TOURNEY—Comfy Mies Bob Miller (lift) and Mersey mayor Jobs Ed Scott officially
opened the AM Men's State Slow-Pita Softball Tosornament Friday afternoon at the Murray-
Calloway County Park. A total of 31 teams ore in town for the tawny, which will conclude Sun-
* night.
(Staff Plates by Mike frowiles)
BOWLING
DISCOVER TNE FUN
It's good for your health
The following is a
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Outdooe Lttee]
Outdoor lore is dedicated to the hunters fishermen and others who enjo
Spring and 
Summ ry •
Seto Cr.., Outflow Edit*,
MAW &WON Designed
To ilelp Combat Came Poaching
By John Wilson
Have you ever tia4 that
feeling of enraged
helplessness brought on by
watching someone violate a
fish or game law or commit an
act of vandalism which will
probably cause you to lose a
favorite hunting spot to
"Posted" signs?
Or have you, as a spottsman
or as a citizen concerned
about wildlife conservation,
ever wondered what you could
do to help stop such illegal
acts as deer poaching,
livestock shooting or
trespassing?
Of course, it's highly
inadvisable r and sometimes
downright dangerous) for a
private citizen to confront a
violator directly, but now
there is a way for you to report
quickly and accurately any
game law violations which you
witness.
The National Rifle
Association of America has
created a program called
"Help Our Wildlife" r H. 0.
W. and the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife has adopted a
modified version of this plan
along with fish and game
agencies in many other states.







The Ky. Dept. of Fish &
Wildlife Resources announced
a change in a previous news
release concerning migratory
bird seasons. It had been
reported that a "special bonus
trlue-winged teal season"
would run from September 3
through September 11. Teal
• hunters will be glad to find
that special 9 day season now
'includes all speeies of tel and
not just the blue-winged teal.
This week's announcement
also stated season dates and
limits for other migratory
birds, including waterfowl.




Hope Carleton, Director of
Public Relations, for Fish &
Wildlife gave a _pretty good tip
to sportsmen on Saturday's,
Kentucky Afield radio
program. This tip Will come in
handy for squirrel hunters
bringing home the squirrels
today on this opening of the
season. On every occasion of
dressing and cleaning
squirrels I have never failed to
2.et squirrel hair on the meat.
The answer to that problem
according to fInpe, is to wet
the squirrel thoroughly before
cleaning the game my favorite
way. Now why didn't I think of
that?
Wax Job
Thinking of the tip above for
cleaning game reminds me of
the time I used a tro- zrven in
Outdoor Life several years
ago. My duck hunting abilities
were rather green at that time
r arid I don't think they've
ripened much since) and by
some stroke of fortune I
tfrought home some meat — a
merganser. Considering the
fact that I had just purchased
a Remington 1200, 30" full, 3"
magnum, and figuring in-
sulated clothing, licenses,
stamp, boat, and accessories
and the rest of the battalion of
paraphenalia I had nearly $800
in a fishy smelling bird I was
about to clean.
Now how do you suppose I
cleaned it? Well, I did it the
"easy" way by preparing a
pan of boiling water and ad-
ding a nickel.box of Gulfwax
paraffin just like the article in
Outdoor Life said to do. The
wax melted and formed a
floating skim on the hot water.
After completely submerging
the duck in the pan and pulling
it back out I had a "waxed"
duck. The floating wax had
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
5.
encased the feathers with a
fine skin of paraffin. This
helped in plucking the duck
and kept feathers from
floating all around my nose
and eyes. The system was
good for mass quantity
plucking but not really worth
The effort for one little - or
duck. Of course, many
waterfowlers just dress the
breast and skin it. Around our
house we clean and eat the,
whole thing - duck wings,
squirrel heads, and even front
legs of frogs. -The only thing
wasted is the time it takes to
lick our fingers.
Squirrel Mount
And speaking of tips, Paul
Black from Black's Tax-
idermy passes along the fol-
lowing pointers for those who
may want a squirrel mounted
this year. Paul recommends
you carry a clean bread sack
along with you when you go
hunting. When you collect a
healthy or unusually colored
squirrel you have the bag to
help protect the speciman
from becoming unduly soiled
or damaged by the other
squirrels you bag. Lay_ the tail
up over the back and slide the
squirrel, bottom first, down
into the sack. This will offer
you Maximum proteetion until
rural residents — to report
promptly any and all game
law violations or acts of
vandalism which they might
witness.
To make this reporting
easier, the department of fish
and wildlife will supply to
anyone who requests them a
number of violation report
cards. These cards provide
space for pertinent in-
formation which can lead to
the arrest and conviction of
those violating fish and
wildlife regulations. The cards
also contain the name, ad-
dress and telephone number of
the county conservation of-
ficer and are available from
khe *local CO or they may be
obtained by writing the
Division of Public Relations,
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources, Frank-
fort, Kentucky 40601. Those
requesting the cards from the
Frankfort office of fish and
wildlife will also receive the
name and phone number of
the conservation officer in
their county.
III information submitted
the cards will be kept
ictly confidential and the
;irk; need not be signed nor
the sender identified in any
;iy
Besides its value in helping
conservation officers ap-
prehend game law violators,
the H. 0. W. program should
also serve as a deterrent,
since it will both make people
more aware of the problems of
illegal hunting and will also
provide an' effective way to
report violations.
The success of H. 0. W. will
depend largely upon the
illingness of sportsmen and
landowners to report
violations. We must begin to
recognize the poacher, the
game hog or the vandal as the
riminal he actually is, a
criminal who causes untold
thousands of dollars in
damages each year in
property damage and loss of
our precious wildlife resource,
and who gives the entire sport
of hunting a bad name.
Papal band 1* Slow Ass _ •
Proposed 'Vying Spew? lake &Wien
Could Increase fishing Prospects
Ai Kentucky and Oakley Lakes
A proposal to ask for an
elevated spring water level on
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes
was a major topic .of
discussion at the Board of
director's meeting of Ken-
tucky's Western Waterland,
this week KWW is the regional
tourist promotion




the U. S. Corps of Engineers,
the Kentucky Department of
Fish & Wildlife, and the
Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency were present at the
meeting to comment on the
proposed project and to an-
swer questions concerning the
issue.
The proposal, which has
been endorsed by the Murray
Bass Club, and the Marshall
County Chamber of Com-
merce, calls for a two month
"spring spawn" lake elevation
of 361 feet, two feet above the
present summer pool stage.
The proposal is made in hopes
that the elevated lake levels
will increase the fish spawn
and improve fishing prospects
on the two lakes.
Bill McLemore, fisheries
Squirrel Hunters
Pont Threw Away Those Talk
Upon receipt all tails are carefully graded.
PRICES PAID
Sc for good quality grey. squirrel tails.
10 for good quality fox or black squirrel tails.
k for common red squirrel tails.
lc EXTRA - paid for premium quality fox, grey & black
squirrel tails.
WE REFUND PARCEL POST OR UPS CHARGES ON
SHIPMENTS OF 50 OR MORE TAILS.
PRICES FOR 250 OR MORE TAILS:
12c each for good quality grey squirrel tails.
14c each for good quality fox or black squirrel tails.
Sc for all good quality common red squirrel tails.
3c EXTRA paid for premium quality fox, grey it black
squirrel tails.
WE DO NOT BUY DEER TAILS
CARE HANDLING
We can use either dried or green squirrel tails, if they have been
properly taken care of. Please follow the instructions below arid
send by Parcel Post or UPS.
1. DO NOT PUT TAILS IN A PLASTIC BAG FOR SHIPMENT..
2. KEEP AWAY FROM FLIES: Don't send tails on which flies
have laid eggs. Best storage is in a deep freeze.
3. SALT BUTT ENO OF TAIL GENEROUSLY: Use either dry
salt or dip in a strong salt wafer solution. e
4. BE SURE TAIL IS STRAIGHT BEFORE SHIPPING:
dry in a curled position can not be used.
DO NOT REMOVE BONE FROM THE TAIL: We would prefer
to have the bone left in the tail, although we will buy them
without it.
I. THE BEST TIME TO SHIP IS DURING THE COLD MONTHS,
ALTHOUGH DRIED TAILS MAY BE SHIPPED ANYTIME.
We hope you have a successful squirrel hunting season and look








you can take the squirrel to
the taxidermist later in the
day. If for some reason you
cannot take the speciman to
the taxidermist until a later
date Paul recommends you
wrap the sacked squirrel in a
towel or newspaper and place
it into the freezer. This will
help protect it from the nor-
mal wear and tear of your
shifting other frozen items in
the freezer.
Paul also pointed out that
the winter coat of any animal
Five Points
AMOCO
Your full serv,ce station









24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
-We Appreciate Your Business-
is thicker than the summer or
fall coat. Keep in mind that
prime specimens for moun-
ting are those collected during
winter months. However, good
specimens can be found
during the early part of the
season. The most desirable
mounts are those squirrels
that have been taken with a
shotgun, Paul added. A .22 cal.
can do irreparable damage to
the hide.
Small game hunters can
now recycle Gray, Fox or
Black squirrel tails. They can -
sell them to Sheldons',
Antigo, Wisconisn, makers of
Mepps, the world's largest-
selling fishing lure.
The folks at Mepps do not
suggest squirrels be hunted
just for the tails. However,
those who hunt squirrels for
sport and food should save the
tails. Squirrels occupy a vital
role in nature. That's why
sportsmen shouldn't waste
any portion of the game they
harVest for the table by
recycling the tails.
The tails become hook
dressing on Mepps spinners.
Hunters find Mepps a ready
market for tails. Good quality
Gray tails bring B cents each
and good quality Fox and
Black tails, 10 cents each.
Premium quality tails are
worth 3 cents more. Postage is
refunded on 50 or more tails.
"Over 30 million squirrels
are bagged nationwide every
year, and by recycling tails,
squirrel hunters are simply
selling a by-product and
practicing good con-
servation," T. Layton
Shepherd, "The Mepps Man,"
advises. Besides, a few tails
will help pay for ammo on the
next outing.
Complete information on the
proper care, handling and
shipment of tails is available
by writing directly to Mepps,
Box 761, Antigo, Wisconsin
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Hwy. 641 So. Phone 753-8322
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biologist for western Ken-
tucky with the state Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife
explained that underwater
vegetation gradually dies
away as a lake becomes older,
reducing the amount of cover
in which the fish can lay its
eggs. He said "You can either
replace the fish cover
Tawny, which - z., -im-
practiCal in impoundments
the size of our lakes, or you
can raise the elevation to
include cover which has not
been flooded before." He
indicated that two feet in-
crease in elevation would
make available a great deal
more natural cover in which
the fish could lay their eggs.
Both McLemore and Dick
Austin, TVA Biologist from
Land Between The Lakes, also
pointed out that fishing follows
a natural cycle going from
poor to excellent within a
seven year period, and that
the lakes may have moved out





suggested that an alternative
proposal to the stable pool
elevation of 361 feet, would be
to request a slow steady in-
crease in the pool elevation
during the spawning period.
' He pointed out that rapid
changes in elevation will
drastically affect fish on the
spawning beds.
TVA spokesmen pointed out
that numerous problems exist
in conjunction with the
proposal. Dr. Frank Holland,
manager of Land Between
The Lakes stated that TVA
was set up with three
priorities, — flood control,
navigation, and power. He
added that while recreation
was not one of these three
priorities, TVA was very
interested in giving attention
to recreational concerns
whenever possible.
Holland stated that a major
problem in controlling lake
elevations in the spring was in
forecasting unpredictable
spring rains. He pointed out
that a higher pool stage would
give less of a 'safety factor in
case otspiing
A meeting is being
scheduled for September Of
early Ottober-lo discuss in
detail the proposed project
with all the agencies involved
as well as interested local
persons, it was announced by
Corps of Engineers
spokesmen Richard Conner.
Conner stated he felt it
possible to "strike a happy
balance" between the
priorities of all the involved
agencies, and find a workable
solution to the problem.
Other business at the
monthly KWW board meeting
included discussion con-
cerning the proposed work-
study tour, tentatively
scheduled for October 17-21.
The tour, open to the MIN
members and interested
community leaders, will in-
clude visits to other tourism
areas to study their
development and promotional
programs. Myrtle Beach, S.
C., will be the primary
destination, with other stops
planned at Gatlinburg, Tenn.;
Boone, N. C.; and Helen, Ga.
Other business also included
a drawing for premium page
ad space in the 1978
Vacationer's Guide as part of
the book committee report,
and a report from the 1977
Boat race chairman, Gary
Mize.
Standing committee for the
1977-78 year were also ap-
pointed by president, Nita
Ewing.
River Cleanup
Taking out the garbage is a tiresome chore - but
bringing it in can have its rewards, at least in Luray,
Virginia, The Shenandoah River Outfitters, a local canoe
firm, offers free rentals on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays in exchange for two bags of trash collected
from the river and its banks, reports Judith B. Kless of
nearby Potomac, Maryland. The-idea, of course, is to en-
courage people to take care of their environment. From
four to ten canoe groups take advantage of the offer
each week, and the firm finds the improved state of the
river well worth the cost of the program.
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ifitiCS.;-.:.;;VISSA'recent venture to one of Calloway County's watersheds
proved successful for Murrayans Wayne Carter (left) and Rodney Stallons (right). Using
Balsa Bee crank baits, the pair of fishermen loaded up a stringer with the 15'i pounds




Hey Daddy and Mommy!
This nut in the paper is talking
about you. You bet. If you fall
between the flathead Ford V8
with fender skirts, and the last
of the Detroit muscle cars you
are included.
Drag racing is taking on a
new shape. Gone into
memoryland are the nights at
South Pleasant Grove, the
Penny highway, the Doran
Road, the Concord straight,
the WPA strip, even the Bell
City bottom; and there were
many, many others. You
remember them because you
were there. Fat Albert does
too because he was a rookie
smokie in those days.
We loyal Calloway County
natives (some said wild In-
dians) gave him plenty to do in
those days. The sweet odor of
fried clutch and burning
rubber was a nightly oc-
currence. Probably for two
reasons. One was that boys
and girls will be boys and
girls,- and-owning. a- fast -ear
made proving it something
desirable. Number two was
that no one saw fit to construct
a legal drag strip close by.
I could name the honor roll
of the greats and near greats
but it is best that I not do so.
Most of them are respectable
citizens. Some might claim it
libel. All of you remember.
Even good old Fat Albert.
Well the heyday of the 283
power pack, the T-Bird In-
tercepter, the Olds Rocket and
J2, the fuel injected beasts,
the Golden Hawk ala Packard
mill and Overdrive, the D500
Dodge, the Tripower Pontiacs,
Z cars, GTO's, Supersport, the
numerous Chrysler hemi
engined products, and a whole
host ' of others are lost in
memory.
The magic numbers of 265,
283, 289, 302, 327, 354, 361, 383,
389, 390, 396, 409, 413, 426, 427,
428, 429 and the last of the
muscle motors 440 no longer
seem too familiar. They are
the fire breathing ancestors of
the current cough and grunt
Four Wheeling
machines.
It is with some degree of
nostalgia we lament their
passing, confessing that the
prospect of squaring off a
Vega hatchback with a Datsun
wagon just doesn't hold in the
same tradition.
Many of the fourwheelers
are folks who might have been
found in the ranks of former
drag racers. An ingenious
thought has occurred. Drag
racing was illegal because it
had to be done on public high-
ways and the danger was
great. With four wheel drive
say nix to the highway. The
era of dirt drags' now enters.
September 10th, four wheel
drive drag racing will
premiere in Murray, Ken-
tucky.
The track will be dirt in
front of the grandstand at the
fairgrounds. Two hundred and
fifty feet is the distance. There
will be classes for all four
wheel drive vehicles and it's a
"rurrvrhat you brung" affair;
similar to the old days of drag
racing before one had to spend
eight grand or more to be
competitive.
There will be three different
divisions - Stock, Modified,
and Experimental. Stock is
Just that, no performance
goodies permitted, Modified
you can do what you want to
with a stock cubic inch block,
Experimental is anything
else.
Classes will be determined
by type of engine and
wheelbase. Anything under
102 inches of wheelbase runs
together with the same type
engine. That's little Jeeps,
Broncos, Toyotas, Land
Rivers, some Scouts, and
Jeepsters. Longer wheelbase
rigs such as pickups, Blazers.
Ramchargers run.- against
each other. In this group those
with engine sizes of 360 cubic
inches and less will compete,
and those with bigger blocks
can have at it.
For the deciding of





S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri.& Sat.











Qualified Bear Archery Service




spot system will be used. For
instance a stock four cylinder
jeep running a stock V8 jeep
would be granted three
lengths.
Trophies will be provided
for each class.
Each Eliminator will
receive $50. In addition the
Top Eliminator will get an
extra $50.
The admission fee is cheap
in today's age of high priced
entertainment. Adults for $2,
ages 6-12 for $1, and under 6
FREE. Parking is free, and
there are no extra charges.
My family could get in' for $5.
How about yours?
If you want to enter the fee
is $10 for one driver, $15 for
husband and wife if each
wants to drag. Registration
will close one-half hour prior
to racetime which is 7:00 p.m.




Down Freal lost Year
This spring's total duck
breeding population was down
about 4 per cent from 1976, the
Interior Department's U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Sendce
announced on August 2.
Weather on the waterfowl
breeding grounds last fall and
winter was mild, with record
high temperatures and below
average precipitation
recorded at most stations. The
drought continued until mid-
May, when extensive rain fell
over prairie areas in Canada
and the United States.
Unfortunately, the rains may
have- come too late AR
nesting season, to-nett,-nesting
waterfowl.
Dry conditions in the
important Canadian and U. S.
prairie-pothole region
resulted in a major decrease
in numbers of breeding ducks
there as birds overflew the dry
areas. Spring waterfowl
populations increased sharply
in Alaska and northern
Canada because of the
overflight.'
The breeding population of
mallards, traditionally the
most numerous species,
decreased five per cent from
1976 and seven per cent from
the 1956-1976 average.
Breeding populations
estimates for other species
reflect the following changes
from 1976: gadwall up five per
cent; widgeon down one per
cent; green-winged teal up six
per cent; blue-winged teal
down eight per cent; northern
shoveler down 1,1 per cent:
pintail down 18 per cent.
redhead down 27 per cent,
canvasback up two per cent.
and scaup up seen per cent
The total breeding population
of these 10 species was down
four per cent. -
Waterfowl nest throughout





normally produce 50 to 75 per
cent of the continent's annual
.duck crop. This area receives




of this area to support
breeding ducks also varies
markedly.,
This glaciated landscape,
pocked with lakes and
potholes, is the key area for
waterfowl producgon in North
America. ExpeWence has
shown that ducks produce less
successfully when they are




During July, duck broods
are counted to monitor
production success from the
breeders surveyed in May. A
comparison of May and July
Pond counts is made to
determine an index of water
stability.
The lake conditions seem to
be improving rapidly as fall is
just around the corner. The
recent rainfall is helping to
cool the water and this is what
we need to hold the fish in
shallow. Many sportsmen
miss some of the best fishing
in the country because they
quit as soon as squirrel season
opens. Actually most game
fish are just beginning to build
a new supply of body fat to
help them through the long
wintet months ahead. They do
this by feeding longer each
day and completely gorging
themselves each feeding
period. When the Black Bass
are on a feeding spree like this
they become very reckless
and many are easy targets for
a nosy top-water lure.
Watch for the Bass to strike
at a minnow and when one'-
does, cast into the "boil" as
quickly as possible and start
your retrieve. You should
change lures often to increase
your success because Bass do
learn to identify a lure as
such, very quickly. This is a
very exciting way to fish and I
would like to see more of you
take advantage of it.
I fished for Sauger Tuesday-






largemouth and striped bass
were stocked at 17 Oklahoma
lakes ,and streams between
May 18 and June 5, according
to the Oklahoma Department
of Wildlife Conservation.
Fisheries Division Chief
Steve Lewis said the
distribution was made to
enhance fish populations at
the sites in the Department's
continuing effort to provide
viable populations of sport fish
species for enjoyment by
outdoor recreationists.
State Fish Hatchery
Supervisor Don Driscoll said
94,000 fingerling native
largemouths were stocked at
Birch Reservoir in northeast
Oklahoma. Approximately
Freshwater Fishing Nall Of Fame
Aids In Research Project
Fisheries scientists at the
Royal Ontario Museunl;
Toronto, Can'ada, under the
watchful eye of Dr. E. J.
Crossman, Curator, are in the
process of researching the
mysteries in the varied
development of the muskie as
to growth, body, and meat
structure in relation to its
habitat and geography.
Because of certain factors,
the particular makeup of a
muskie that the research
biologists were seeking
happens to exist in the waters
of Hayward, Wisconsin's
Spider Lake Chain. They sent
an S. 0. S. to the National
Freshwater Fishing Hall of
Fame for help to expedite the
request.
The main requirement was
that-the fish had to be a par-
ticular certain legal size and
that a certain minimum time
lapse had to transpire between
the time the ,fish left Spider
Lake and arrived in Toronto.
Time was a critical factor so
the meat structure would not
be subjected to variation from
temperature change in
transit. The Hall mustered
area cooperators to syn-
chronize the task.
Musky Run Resort on Spider
Lake in the region obtained
the exact specimen. Hall
Board Director Erv Gerlach
delivered the fish to a Bait
Shop in Hayward who are long
time experts in proper
packing of fish for shipment
641 Super Shell
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
GRAYSON Meant
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 moles Turn r,ght on 200
Follow 280 for 7 m.Ies post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop onto Panorama and follow blacktop to your reght
Telephone 502-436-5483
py Holiday Travel/ Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON NIcCIURI
The local airport timed in an
air shipment by Midstate Air
Co-rnrrintor out of -Hayward to
Chicago where United Air
Lines in cooperation with
Midstate made a rapid
transfer on to a Toronto bound
plane. In Toronto, air express
immediately delivered the
specimen to Dr. Crossman, at
the Royal Ontario Museum,
where the fish was deposited
into the stable sequence
necessary to conduct the
research properly. Less than
six hours elapsed between the
first telephone conversation
as to the availability and the
last telephone call from
Toronto saying that the fish
was safe and sound in
research surgery.
guiding three members of the
Bob Anderson family from
Louisville.
They caught their limit of 30
Sauger in two hours by trolling
Deep Wee R's and Bombers
along the main river channel.
They also caught three nice
White Bass, one catfish and
one Ky. Bass but it was small
and was released.
Steve Anderson is the
youngest, eight years, but he
is an old pro when it comes to
fishing for Sauger.
Todd Bradshaw is another
young man that is rapidly
125,000 Florida largemouth
fingerlings were stocked at




to supplement those lake's
population.
Driscoll noted the three-
year striped bass stocking
program had been completed
at Lake Tenkiller, with ap-
proximately 370,000
-fingerlings-AeliveFed--at- - the--
site this season. He added that
3,150,000 striped bass fry were
stocked at Grand Lake.
The Oklahoma Fisheries
Division tagged 50 walleye at
Canton with transmitters in an
effort to monitor the fish.
Reward for return of the
transmitters was being
provided by the Fisherman's
Association of Oklahoma
(FAO), a statewide angling
organization whose members
are concerned with all around
improvement of the state's
fishery. Return of each
transmitter carries a cash
award of from $10 00 to $50.00.
Anglers catching walleye
with surgically implanted
transmitters are being- asked
to return the devices to Blaine
County Game Ranger or the
Corp of Engineers Office at
Canton Lake. The tran-
smitters may also be returned
to the Fisheries Division at the
Oklahoma Department of













Specializing in servicing tires IL 4 W . D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
408 N 4th In The, Jackson Purchase 753-6779
C.
becoming a 'Bass'n man."
Last week Todd boated a six
pound plus largemouth on Ky.
Lake that he will have to put
on the wall.
Dr. Gary Marquardt easily
took first place in the Murray
Bass Club tournament Sun-
day. It was held on 'Barkley
Lake and Gary was nine
pounds ahead of second place.
Fishing conditions should
remain good for the next few
days at least so do yourself a
-favor and go.
Happy Fishing!
Vacationing Rosebud, Mo. residents, Harry and Helen
Davis, have their hands full here with a yellow catfish
they caught on a trotline in the Biped River area this
week The cat tipped the scales at 45 pounds and
measured 43'h inches long. What a boatload.
Physician Reappointed
To VitMlife Commission
Frankfort, Ky. — A
Columbia physician has been
reappointed to a four-year




Dr. James C. Salato will
represent sportsmen in the
Fourth Wildlife District,
comprised of 15 mid-Western
Kentucky counties. Salato was
selected from five candidates
submitted to the governor by
licensed hunters and fisher-
men of that district who
participated in balloting last
June in Munfordville.
The new term will be
Salato's fifth and his second in
succession. A past Kentucky
Sportsman of the Year (1972)
as selected by the League of
Kentucky Sportsmen, Salato
currently serves as the
commission's secretary. He
will be sworn in for his next
term at the commission's
quarterly Meeting in Frank-
fort August 29. 
ocalfe, Monroe, Nelson, Taylor
and Washington counties.
A native of Cayuga, New
York, Salato is a graduate of
Western Kentucky University
and the University of
Louisville Medical School. He
has been in general medical
practice for nearly 30 years in
Columbia and is a member of
several medical and civic
organizations. Salato and his
wife, Jane, have three
children and two grand-
children. •
The Fish and Wildlife
Resources Commission,
comprised of representatives
from each of the state's nine
wildlife districts, generally
oversees policies of the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources ,and
sets hunting and fishing
regulations.
The Fourth Wildlife District
is composed of Adair, Barren,
Cumberland, Edmonson,
Grayson, Green; Hardin,








2 Mikts East Hsy 94 753-5693
p.
Murray Boit Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guarenteed
s
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A REPORT OF PROGRESS
A properly located and installed diversion will
control erosion and increase crop yields such as
this one on the Alton Paschall farm. 7,015 feet of
diversion was installed last year.
;2•1460.X.
The first step in bottom land improvement is
adequate surface drainage like this ditch being
constructed by M & M Construction on the
Charles Miller farm. Total construction for the
county was 28,500 feet.
The management of crop residue and no-till
planting of corn and soybeans conserves soil
and moisture. This no-till corn on Lowell
Palmer's farm is doing both. Annual total is
2,000 acres of minimum tillage, 2,300 acres









The Calloway County Conservation District Supervisors present
the following report to the people of this county. The Superyisors
are Albert Wilson, Clifford White, 0. A. Bogard, Paul Blalock, Milton
Walston, Charles Guthrie, and Thomas Armstrong.
The report was prepared in order_ that we might acknowledge the
assistance received from the many groups, organizations and agen-
cies and summarize the accomplishments of the District and
cooperating farmers and Landowners. Personnel have been
available to assist landowners with planning and application of all
kinds of conservation practices. The District depends on other
State, Federal and local agencies to assist in carrying out the
program of work
During the year, 228 landowners were assisted with planning and
application on their land. 32 landowners were assisted in preparing
complete conservation plans on their farm. 108 landowners ap-
plied practices on their land during the year.
The Calloway County Conservation District is a member of the
Kentucky Association of Conservation Districts and the National
Association of Conservation Districts.
This report can not list all of the accomplishments of conservation
for the year nor can it recognize all the dedicated landowners who
are concerned and practice conservation on their land.
This is Robert Houston constructing a grassed
waterway on the T. Clark farm. One of the
biggest contributions farmers can make to im-
prove water quality is to install waterways in all
natural water courses. A total of 33 acres of
grassed waterways were installed last year.
a
Mr. and Mrs. John L Tucker were presented a
plaque by the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Com-
pany for being the outstanding cooperator in
the Conservation District last year.
The District presented awards to groups and in-
dividuals at their annual Awards Banquet at the
Colonial House.
Charles Miller and Charles Blalock were presen-
ted the Master Conservationist Award for
having completed more than 90% of their farm -
plans.
Mr. Roy Cothran and Mr. Gene McCutcheon
were presented honor awards for their assistan-
ce to the district in promoting conservation.
Also awarded at the banquet were those
students from the county and city schools
chosen as winners in the Conservation Essay
and Poster Contest
This is tiling on the Stark Erwin farm. Sub-surface
drainage improves soil tilth and crop yields. The
cost for tiling can be recovered in a short period
of time thru increased yields. 60,000 feet of tile

















Soil erosion cost you money in loss of top soil,
soil moisture, plant nutrients and crop yields.
Practicing conservation does not cost it 
pays"C
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Sunday At The Kentucky Fair
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Al') -
Here is Sundays Kentucky
State Fair schedule:
9 a.m. - Rabbit judging,
Rabbit Department.
10- 4-H dog show, second
floor of stadium.
11 - Religious service,
Newmarket Hall; Trinidad
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IJastr. b) United Feature Syndseste. tnc
East Wing Children's Stage.
11:30 - Louie Popejoy and
Heirs of Bluegrass, East
Courtyard stage; Dan
Fleenor's County Music
Cavalcade '77, East Hall Stage
2.




1 p.m. - Pantomine
University Band, East Hall
Stage 2; Mark Sweet, East




1:30 - Rodeo with Lynn
Anderson (tickets, $3 to $4
adults; $2 to $3 children),
Coliseum; The Musical
Marlins, East . Courtyard
stage.
2 - Open barrow show,
Swine Pavilion; Emmett
Kelly Jr.'s Circus, southeast
parking lot; rooster crowing
contest, Poultry Department;
Trinidad Tripoli Steel Band,
West Courtyard stage.
3 - Blue Apple Players,
East Lawn; Punch and Judy
Show, East Wing Children's
Stage; Hillbilly Hoedowners,
East Courtyard stage; Jim
and Julie Murphy Show, East
Hall Stage 1.
3:30 - Dan Fleenor's
County Music Cavalcade '77,
East Hall Stage 2.
4:30 - Louie Popejoy and
Heirs of Bluegrass, East
Courtyard stage; Jack
D'Johns, East Hall Stage, 1;
New Reformation Clown
Band, East Wing Children's
Stage; Emmett Kelly Jrs.
Circus, southeast parking lot;
teen-age rock band,. West
Courtyard stage.
5;30 - Blue Apple Players,
East Lawn; Pantomine
University Band, East Hall
Stage 2; lamb barbecue
(tickets $1 adults, 93.50
children under 12), Coliseum.
6- Parade, on grounds.
6:30 - The Musical Marlins,
East Courtyard stage; Mark
Sweet, East Wing Children's
Stage; Union Barrack-Ades,
West Courtyard stage; Dan
Fleenor's County Music
Cavalcade '77, East Hall Stage
2.
ittnnsett Maly:- 3214- ...-
Circus, southeast parking lot.
7:30 - Jim and Julie
Murphy Show, East Hall Stage
1; Punch and Judy Show, East
Wing Children's Stage.
8 - Hillbilly Hoedowners,
East Courtyard stage;
Trinidad Tripoli Steel Band,
West Courtyard stage.
8:30 - Jack D'Johns, East





PASADENA, Calif. (AP) -
The Tournament of Roses Pa-
rade will be held here on Mon-
day, Jan. 2, 1978, instead of the
traditional New Year's Day, ac-
cording to Harrison R. Baker
Jr., president of the sponsoring
Tournament of Roses Associ-
ation.
This is the 13th time that the
parade has not been held on
Jan. 1 because the date falls on
a Sunday, Baker reports. "On
the Road to Happiness" will be
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By placing an economical want ad in
The Murray Ledger & Times, you
start a chain reaction that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Want Ad can
do...Something that is totally useless
to you is probably just what Reader
X is looking for.
Don't believe it? Well, there's one
way to find out-Place your Want Ad
today' You've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future...thus a chain reaction.
Link up with the largest volume








THE ANSWER to any
question you may have,
the solution to all
problems are found in
the pages of Gods' in-
spired word, The Holy
Bible. Jesus says in
Matthew 6-33, "But seek
ye first the kingdom of
God, and his
righteousness; and all
these things shall be
added effito you." For
further inforamtion






Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.

















bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.











3. Card Of Thanks
WORDS ARE inadequate
to express the thanks for
the many kindnesses





following the sudden and




food, flowers, and just




5 lost And Found
LOST, STRAYED or

















Salary, $2.40 per hour.
Excellent fringe
benefits. Must be in good
health. Experience and-
(Pr knowledge in food
preparation preferred •













Salary, $4.04 per hour.
At least two "years ex-
perience in an •
established automotive
repair shop. Experience
in sazall two or four










753-8624 after 5 p. m.
COOK WANTED day'
shift. Colonial House.









welter. 5 p.m ts 12





keep 3 children (first
grade, kindergarten and
baby) in my home 8-4:30
Monday through Friday,





wanted. Send resume to
Box 32N, Murray.
WOMAN TO KEEP 15
month old girl and do
light housekeeping from







Personal interv.eir only M ust




from 7 p. m.-11 p. m. in





cluding home, 97 acres








14. Want To Buy
USED STORAG.E.
building. Call 7534508 or
753-1227.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill




plastic coated type. Call
Puryear/ 901-247-5116
after/p. m
WE BUY used trailers




WANT TO BUY A used
freezer in good con-
dition Call 753-4659. -
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wite haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call •
753-5669.
15 Articles For Sale
PEA SHE1.LERS by -
Magic Fingers. Shells 2
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15. Articles For Sale
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane. foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
- -
NEW 1975 Yamaha 200.
electric. Only 200 miles.
Four months warranty'
left. Also 16 ft. Cherokee




for Sale. er- sti?-9IFT-247,
3318.
ONE REPOSSESSED G.
E air conditioner. 6000




complete sets of "Libby
Gold Leaf" glasses,
service for 8. From, the
small brandy glass to
the large stein. Call
Mayfield, 623-8658.
MATCHING COUCH and
chair, girls almost new
bicycle, 8 x 12 shag rug
and Pad. Like new. Call
753-4684."
USED GAS STOVE and






stick, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
USED REFRIGERATOR
Frigidaire 12 Cu. ft.
Nice. Automatic defrost
refrigerator. Manual
defrost of freezer. $100.
Call 492-8702.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3 4"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
'2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stal•es at 6 Qents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
t ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
.Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237.
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
_ _ .
15 Articles For Sale
LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write




pre cooking, no pealing.





GAS STOVE, 30 gallon
hOt water heater and
portable black and white
T. V. Call 436-5420.
EARLY AMERICAN gun
cabinet, 1 year old. $150.
Call 759-1141.
T. V. ANTENNA. Good
condition. $40. Call 492-
8861.
275 GALLON fuel oil tank.
Sound. Call 474-2390.
16 Home Furn.shings
ONE USED 12 ft. frost
free Gibson refrigerator
in good condition. Call
498-8370.
ONE 12 CUBIC foot G. E.
refrigerator freezer,










dresser. $250. Call 753-
3049.
NEW SHIPMENT - Need
furniture or bedding buy
now and save before
price increase Sep-
tember 1st. Sale prices
on all bedding during
August. New shipment
metal base, wall, broom
and utility cabinets.
Carraway Furniture,
105 N. 3rd, 753-1502.
KING SIZE mattress and
springs. $50. Five years










springs. Breakfast set, 2
hide-a-bed sofas, with
matching chair, and
1977 RCA console color
solid state T. V. 753-1673.
PORTABLE BLACK and
white T. V., $60. Stack
washer and dryer, $75.
Call 759-1204 after 3:30 p.
m.
*NOTICE *
The City of Murray Police Depart-
ment will accept sealed bids until 5
p.m. August 31, 1977 on Walkie
Talkies. The specifications may be
picked up at the office of the Chief of
Police between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. un-
til the deadline. All bids should be
submitted to City Clerics Office, City
Hall Building, Murray, Ky. 42071.
The City of Murray reserves the right to
reject any or all bids.
No. I Portrait
Studio
Hwy 641 S 4 Miles S of Murray
WE SPECIALIZE IN HEAVY BRUSH OIL
1. 8x/o-$9.95, 11x14-$14.95, 16x20
$19.515.
2. The one color that never fades
3. 7 Coats of heavy oil Ofj each face
4. No money until you are satisfied
5. We will give you a 5 x 7 or a 6 x 14
print & frame just for viewing ow
MOM than 50 samples of ow Walk
6. Absolutely no obligation ,on your
part






picnic table w;th ben-
ches. Call 753-0398.
ROYAL GAS cook stove
and oven. Like new $50.
Call 436-2149.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.








209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 ounce of one
color). 129 colors Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Com-
plete color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery..
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
°needle art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Time: Monday
thru Saturdays 10 a. m. .
to 9 p. m., Sundays 1-9.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECI'ROLUX SALES




45 JOHN DEERE com-
bine, 42'6" power take
.off auger. Grafty flow




and 3 bottom plows.
Excellent condition.













Products has them all!
Call 753-3000 or 753-9920.
20 Sports Equipment
14' ALUMINUM JON




craft fishing boat. 12 h.
p. Elgin motor and
trailer. Minn-Kota
trolling motor. All for
$375. See at 1310 Doran
Rd. or call 753-5287.
1412 FT. STEURY- bass
boat. 1975 70 h. p.
Johnson, 2 fuel tanks, 2
batteries, Motor Guide
trolling motor and tilt






sleeps 8. $900. Ski boat,
trailer and motor. $450.






Sails, Hwy. 62, Calvert
City, Ky. '
22 Musical



















Avoid Costly llooss Popoirs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
N. •••••4 Gni •455•9,5•51 ••••
yews. Do eat 61.4 4.5 amine sod 556
Se Edwin&






icebox, $135. Six ft.
poplar bed with mat-
ching dresser, $140.
Poplar wig dresser, $95.









wheels and tires. $40
each.`call 436-2149.
USED FURNITURE -







Furniture, 105 N. 3rd,
753-1502.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or. foam.










E. 19" color T. V. $19 per




with turntable and FM
stereo radio and 8 track
tape player. $13 per
month WAC. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
27 Mobile Home Sales





see to appreciate. Call
753-9785.
1972 TORONADO 12 x 52.
City water .and gas,
underpinned and ready




1974 BELLE-MEADE 62 x
12 3 bedroom 1½ baths,
all electric. With many
extras. Call 901-885-2222.
1975 12 x 50 SAVANNAH
mobile home and lot
near Aurora. Call 474-
2378 after 5:30.
DOUBLE WIDE mobile
home, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, living, dining
room, and den. Call 489-
2181.
WELL TAKEN care of -
must see. 1969 60 It 12
Style Mar mobile home,
3 bedroom, 1½ bath,
large living room, full
kitchen with appliances,
full bath with double
basins and shower.
Underpineffng. 100
gallon hot water heater,






12 x 60 2 BEDROOM




27 Moblie Home Sales





natural ga heat. Large
fenced yard No. 18
Shady Oaks Call 753-
3735 after 4
FOR SALE: - '12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
f sic nituct including
nisiWr'altintifyerx--ter
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-323ii
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home located 3 miles
South of Murray. Call
753-9539 a ft, r p. m.
30. Business Rentals
FOR SALE OR RENT
4000 sq. ft. office and
warehouse Will finance
for qualified buyer. Call
753-7244 after 6 p. m.
CLEAN UP SHOP, 4 car.
In Hazel. (',ill 492-9785.
OFFICE SPACE con-
sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
BURLEY BASE needed.
Call 753-6316
COUPLE WANTS to rent
house in country. Call
753-7804 after 5 p. m.
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED 2
bedroom apartment.





single. Inquire 100 South
13th.
33 Rooms For Rent
ONE SLEEPING room






34 Houses For Rent
THREE BEDROOM
• house 6 miles from
Murray, off Highway
280. $150 per month. Call
436-2149.
FOUR ROOM house, hot
and cold water. Call 492-




months old. Never bred.
250 lbs. $100 each. Call
753-0804 after 7 p. m.
REGISTERED Angus
bull from Key Farms
herd. 2+ years old.
Extra nice. -Perry








years old. $25. Good with
children. Must go to
good home. Call 4374493
after 5 or weekends.
AK(' REGISTERED
female Cocker. Four
months old. Blonde with





ready to go. Call 901-648-
5774 after 5 p. m.
30 GALLON aquarium
and 2() gallon aquarium
with stand. Call 753-1700.
AK(' REGISTERED
Bear!ies. Hunting stock,
male and female. Call
492-8861. •
AK( REGISTERFI
Dachshund, 7 weeks old,
male, Seffr.Cl1Ii3WrZ96.:
ONE HEN AND 9 half
grown chickens. White
rock. $1.50 each. Call
753-0804 after 7 p. m.
40 Produce
WATERMELONS for




YARD SALE, 530 South
7th Street. August 20.
From 10-4 p. m.
YARD SALE Friday 1-6,
portable and one console
T. V., swing set, chest,
miscellaneous items. 512
South 13th.
YARD SALE, 807 Sunny
Lane. Starts at 9 a. m.
Saturday August 20.
BIG FOUR PARTY Yard
Sale - Friday and
Saturday. Billy Green's,
6 miles from city limits
on Highway 121 South.
YARD SALE, 312 N. 6th.
Friday and Saturday. 7
a.m . -? Clothes, 10
speed, glassware. Avon
bottles, Household
items. Case of rain be
following Saturday.
43. Real Estate




Washer & dryer con-
nections in use now. One
large 12' x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' x 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' x 220'. Just
3 minutes away from




HOUSE AND 412 acres
only 5 minutes from city
limits. House recently
been redecorated inside





location. Priced to sell





& Cafe - doing a good
business, living quar-
ters, stock, and fix-
tures included.





with utilities and per-
mits for expansion.
Good return on in-
vestment.
Residential Building
lots in choice locations
at popular prices.
Ws Woo • Waco of new 3
bedroom brick isoutes in lyw
woad Estates and foram
Acres wed qrsality Wawa la
abet parts of tito cowry aid
city.
Call as for information and
let as show you these homes













LIKE NEW 3 bedroom
brick on a large land-
taped lot. Many extras.
' Located 3 mi. SE of
Murray. Call Stinson
Realty, 753-3744.
LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4,
bedroom home with 37





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
43 Rea] Este'
WE HAVE recently listed
several homes priced in
the $20's. Some of the
features in these homes

















New 3 bedroom brick
bath and fialf, lan-
dscaped, garage, wall



















about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property. or




Luxurious 4 bedroom, 2
bath home in excellent
neighborhood. Central
gas heat, central
electric air, den with
fireplace, LARGE
bedrooms, abundant
closets, gas grill on
patio, well landscaped
lawn with lots of
TREES. Priced -in the
40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
NEAR THE UNIVER-
SITY - The price is right
and so is the location,
close to the university on
quiet residential street.
Four bedrooms and 2
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
CUTE BUNGALOW -
located only "2 block






garden area. This is an
unequalled housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.
THRIFTY THINKING -
Just listed this economic
and comfortable 2
bedroom brick home on
large lot 6 miles west of
Murray. Solid con-
struction, hardwood
floors, low utility bills
and a very neat home







property at 15th and





"Tors Key Ti Happy
Noose Ilanting"
711 Ikea . 1113-1222
41 I
WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available including
some choice water _front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
REALTORS.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511051
48 ACRES ON Highway
1836, approximately 35
acres tendable. Hill
Adams farm. Call 489-
2131.
WATERFRONT









boat dock. For more
information, call or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 7534080.
TAKE A LOOK AT ME! A
nice thrce bedroom
older home located on a
large lot. Includes a full
basement and two car
detached garage. This
fine brick home is
located at 701 Sycamore.
Call today for an ap-
pointment to look at this




Main St., Murray, 753-








HOME AND 7 ACRES
located '/2 mile south of
South Pleasant Grove










Priced in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
TWELFTH STREET
property. This property
is for the person that is
looking to the future.






maker - Duplex with
upstairs apartment.
Owner's apt. has 3
bedrooms, living room,
dining room, gas heat,
central electric air,
carpeting, and drapes.
One rental apt. with 2
bedrooms; the other
with 1 bedroom. Both
rental apts. completely
furnished. All in ex-
cellent condition. Call










FLORIDA LOT for sale.




FIVE ACRE wooded lot
for sale. Call 492-8178.
SALES CAREER
LIMITED TRAVEL
We are warifectwan of diswicul spaciaitios for the induiMal,
lastitatiaid aid moricits.
If we in bard worker with. areal di** to naiad, (saes
aperients aitiowW) wo will Wrest ow time simi wean I. bap
yea buses weariful.
$288 t• $358 ward, drew mod lawativos whist Ward mai
missisas. brews silowasce while teasing. Excaloa hags
bosafits.
Interview Mosby awl Toositry.
CALL GEORGE FOUST IN
PADUCAH
PHONE 502-442-7341.
if wail to muck sail mane Is:
MELTS FOREMOST CIIEMICAL
P.O. box 30310, Memphis, Taw 31130





MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
A REAL MONEY-MAKER
Here's a real money-maker. This duplex is
located at 1630 Miller. East apartment has large
living room, kitchen and bath, renting for $90.00
per monty. West apartment has 5 rooms and
bath that rents for $125.00. The garage apart-
- ment has 2 rootns and bath and rents for $110.
Each apartment has stove, refrigerator and air
conditioner, beds, tables and chairs, chest of
drawers and other furniture.
DONALD P TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to Serve YoL
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENOS, HOLIDAYS
Joe Kennon  436 5676
Chuck Shuffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller  7 5 3-75 SO
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.R. .  7S3-1930
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Farms For Sale
97 ACRE FARM, 2
bedroom home anu
outbuilding. One mile S.
E. of Almo. Call 753-8555
after 5 p. m.
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres Lendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
frame house. Den carpet
and insulated. Lot 55 x
250. 419 South 8th. Call





Large 3 and 4 bedrooms.
Fine quality. Will
consider a trade to help
with finances. Call 753-
3672.
IMMEDIATE OC-
CUPANCY 3 bedroom, 2






46 Homes For Se
TWO STORY aluminum
siding house within two
blocks of -university.
Call 753-6501 for ap-
pointment.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick on large lot. Five
miles South on 121. Call
753-7708.
BY mast - 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 baths, con-
trol heat and air, telly
carpeted, new univer-
sity and Robertson






bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
TWO MONTH OLD 1975
XL250, 1200 miles. $750.
Call 753-7699. .
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand




Quality Materials; Experienced Crews
Sizes to accommodate all needs
LaCeater, Ky. 42056
P.O. Box 567 Call Collect -502-224-2625
Invitation To Bid
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
hereby solicits bids for the construction of a
"Professional Office Building" on the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital site in Murray, Ken-
tucky.
Bids will be received for the following
pachage(s) by Construction Cost Consultants of
*Kentucky, Inc. the agent of, and the Construction
Manager for, the Hospital Board. Bids will be
deposited in the Board room at the Hospital, 803
Poplar, Murray, Kentucky on or before the date
designated below for each package.
RIO PAMAGE NO. 2
AUGUST 25, 1977 2:00 P.M., C.D.T.
Structural Steel; Composite Metal Floor
Decking; Miscellaneous Metals
DIVISION 5
Section 5A - Structural Steel
Section 5B - Composite Metal Floor Decking
Section 5C - Miscellaneous Metals
BID PACKAGE NO. 3
AUGUST 25, 1977 2:00 P.M., C.D.T.
DIVISION 14
Section 14A - Elevators
Section 14B - Alternate Elevator
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder or
acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five
per cent (5%) of the bid shall be submitted with
each proposal. The successful bidder will be
required to furnish and pay for satisfactory per-
formance and payment bond. Attention is called
• to the fact that not less than minimum salaries
• and wages, as set forth in the specifications,
must be paid on this project.
•1ssuance of documents will be limited to two (2)
sets per prime contractor upon payment of
::-deposit of $25.00 per set.
;Deposits will be refunded to those submitting a
'bid on the project upon return of the plans in
:Usable condition not later than fifteen (15) days
lifter bid date.
"Mans and Bid Documents will be available to
:qualified bidders at either of the following
• locations:

















Associated General Contractors of Western Ky.
Paducah, Kentucky
-_-..CresharTi& Kerr, John Keelinf Associates
-:;taducah, Kentucky,
Construction Cost Consultants of Kentucky, Inc.
Owensboro, Kentucky
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
,.serves the right to reject any or all bids oe to
;-::31raive any informalities in' the bidding. No bid
be withdrawn for a period of sixty-(60) days









Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
49 Ustd Cars & TRiciks
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, Inc- 753-1372




air condition, new tires, gio
spare never been down.
Local one owner truck in "WE'RE HAl"..T1NG OUR EXPERIMENTexcellent condition. Call
753-0394. TEMFORARILY. ALL OUR MICE HAVE
CANCER."
•.11,, 111v ..rdr Pawn 1,41.2.0.
1973 DODGE CHARGER,
1968 International 2 ton
with grain bed and hoist.
Both in good condition.
Call 492-8877.




Datsun 2 door, 4 speed,




Call after 6:30, 436-2439.
1976 3/4 TON Chevrolet
Silverado pickup truck.
Less than 25,000 miles.
Clean, power steering
and brakes, Eir, radio.
Bed carpeted. Perry










steering and brakes. Tilt
wheel. Cruisamatic,
AM-FM radio, 8 track




LOCAL CARS - 1971
Caprice Classic, loaded
less than 60,000 miles,
also new 1977 Cordoba
with T-top, loaded, less
than 4,000 miles. 1975
Dodge pickup, double
power, less than 40,000
miles. Call 436-5680.
49.Used Cars 8 Trucks
1972 CHEVROLET
pickup truck. 1973
Grand Prix. Call 753-
0838.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double







and air. Rocket wheels,
new tires, new air
.shocks. Good clean car.
Call 489-2188 after 5 p.
m.
1973 PONTIAC Grand
Am. Two door. Air
conditioned. AM-FM
stereo radio. Call 753-






miles. $100o. call 753-
2987.
1961 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton truck. Good con-
dition. Call 1-345-2291.
1968 BUICK Le Sabre.
Four door. Local one
owner. Call 753-4010.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 5274273 after 4:00.
PUBLIC NOTICE
All Interested persons are hereby notified that a
copy of the annual budget of Calloway-Geanty-from
July 1, 1977 to June 30, 1978 is available for public in-
spection at the Office of the County Judge, Calloway





Set. - Avg. /7, 1177, 1:00 p.m.
*army , Ky.
Take Highway 641 South (Hazel Highway) to
Midway, turn West approximat4ly 2 miles to
cross roads and turn right to place of sale.
1 A.C. Combine, 74 model, diesel, Hydrostactic,
big tires, love bar, heat and air.
14 row corn head, used 1 season
1 220 A.C. Tractor with duals, 1042 hours
1 210 A. C. Tractor with 1083 hours
1 185 A. C. Tractor with 981 hours
14-14 Massey Ferguson plow
1 A.C. hard land planter with 8 drills and new
hydralic markers
1 Krause 18' disc with new harrow attachment
1 11' chisel plow 
1 bush hog-6 foot 
_
14 row A.C. rotary hoe
1 one thousand gal. water tank with Pump and
motor
1 pump, saddle tanks and boom spray complete
1 1963 model GMC Truck with hoist and grain
bed, low mileage
1 1965 model Dodge with hoist and grain bed, low
mileage
1 1974 model Ford with 5826 miles, hoist and
grain bed
1 five hundred gal. fuel tank
Many misc. items and hand tools.
Terms: Cash on day of sale unless Credit is ap-
proved prior to time of sale.
NOT RESPONSIBLE IN CASE OF ACCIDENT
COL. FRANK NANCILAnctioneer
Mn. Stark Erwin - Ex•cntrix
Murray, Ky.
50245,3-3936
49 Used Cars 8 Trucks
1977 MUSTANG II, 2 door.
Four speed. 30 mpg
Highway. Call 753-8580.
1973 MAVERICK 2 door, 6
cylinder, automatic
shift, power steering, air
condition. Call 753-3751.
1973 BUICK REGAL. All






runs good, $150. Stereo
and tables. Call 474-2342.
1975 DODGE V-8, pickup,
38,000 miles. Good tires.
Excellent condition. Call
924-5291 after 6 p. m.
1964 Feitb* GALAXIE.
Very good condition.
Call after 5 p. m. 753-
5395.
1972 PONTIAC Grand
Prix. _ Good condition.
Call 753-3943.
NICE 1971 BUICK
Skylark, power, air good
condition. $1295. Call
527-7879 after 6 p. m.
anytime weekends.
1970 GRAND TORINO
GT. 429 4 barrel. Good
mechanical condition. -
Call 753-5764.










1964 Nova 2 door hard-
top, new white letter
tires, mag wheels, 6
cylinder automatic,
engine rebuilt. $850.
1963 Ford Van. 8650.
1965 Chevrolet pickup,
long bed, excellent 283
V-8 engine, heavy duty
factory 4 speed tran-
smission. $650. Call
753-9181 or 753-8124 af-
ter 5 p.m.
19 Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between Sand 7p. m.
50 Campers









124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 5724507.
SIX PACK camper 6' x 6',
50 lb. icebox, table,
closet and storage
space, and sleeps 2
comfortably. Fits
Datsun pickup. 4375.
1631 Farmer Ave. or call
753-0475.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
51 Services Offered
PAINTING, in erior and
exterior. By the hour or
















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call




roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
WET BASEMENT? We




struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.








exterior. Also dry wall












steam 'or ary foam
• method, Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July










Company Inc. Air con-














prepare surface with the BLUE LUSTRE
DIRT BUST E high pressure washer No more
tedious sCraG clq scrubbing torching The BLUE
,
LUSTRE DIRT BUSTER's 550 psi of cleaning and
arinsinggpoe•,.' '„Ns away loose. blistering Daunt, dirt .d rim
exterior surfaces Portable easy to
use, it hooks ;o to an ordinary garden hose
Before yo A It, rent the BLUE LUSTRE DIRT
let it do the dirty work for ybi.,
dr:
BUSTER
Rad as GREV 'DOORS CLEANING MACHINE





FENCE SALES at. Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
1




dow glass and glass





DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call fof free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 7534490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
WILL HAUL LIME or





dog, less than 1 year old.
Part Border Collie. Call
753-4348 after 5 p.m.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, -gravel hauling -
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John








436.2712 after 6 p.m.
L&M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x




ficient service. NO job




437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
354-8161 or 3544138.
TREE TRIMMING and
removal. 11 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2294.
lAcM Blacktopping, seal








Johnson, P.O. Box 678,
Murray, 753-8025.
ELECTRICAL WIRING













Oh, we were. Isn't everyone?
They say.. everywhere you go you
hear about the fantastic things being
done with it todas. You be in the
know.
Come see it all at
Thornton Tile
and Marble
"Qualith, that will plea'
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ON THE FOLLOWING SIZES









1178-15 36.73 - OA
U71-15 _ 37.73 i3.08
Free Mounting& Balancing
Tune-Ups Disc Brakes Overhaul
Most V-8's Most American Cars
$285° $285°
6 cyl. $265° If Rotors need turning $5.00 ea.
Recharge Air Oil Change 8. Lube
Conditioning Systems Special
S850 .s850
All Repair Must Meet Your Satisfaction
For Appointments Ph. 75 9-1 200 or 753-9142
SHELL CAR CARE CENTER
On the corner of 12th di Chestnut
Owner Wes Walters
Sale Ends Sept. 23_
Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale On classified ads all during the month of August
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
v. Ads must run three consecutive days .
,..- No changes will be mode in copy
w- Paid days will run first
,.• No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classified Display
• And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect
NUMBER OF DAYS PAID NUMBER OF DAYS FREE TOTAL DAYS RUN
, 3 1 4_
R 2 1 8
1 3 ', 12 .
-11 • - • .
P.





. Kevin Lee Pritchett, the 15-
year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Willis Ford Pritchett of Alrno
Rt. 1 i Dexter community)
died at 12:30 a.m. this
morning at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
'Young Pritchett is survived
by, in addition to his parents,
two brothers, Roger Wade
Pritchett of the home address
and Anthony Wayne Pritchett




which are being handled by
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home, are incomplete at this
time. Friends may call at the





The First Baptist Church
will hear the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, speak at
both the 10:45 a.m. and seven
p.m. worship services on
Sunday, August 21.
Jamie Washer, deacon of
the week, and G. T. Moody,
minister of education, will
assist in the services.
Wayne 'Halley, minister of
music, will sing a solo at the
morning service and will
direct the Adult Choir in
special music at both services.
Richard Jones will be the
morning organist and Mrs.
Joan Bawker at the evening
service when Mrs. Judy Henry
will sing a solo, "My Tribute."
Special guest on Sunday will
be Randall Jack 'Sorrow of
Decatur, Ga., who will be here
at the invitation of the
Minister of Youth Search
Committee for the church.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. Following the evening
worship services a water-
melon cutting will be held.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mr.
and Mrs. David Hill, Mr. and
Mrs. Randy Cunningham,
Mrs. David Travis. Mrs.
Durwood Beatty, Miss Lynne
Beatty, Miss Carol Sears, Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Ragsdale, a.nd
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Workman.
Fellowship suppers will be
resumed on Wednesday,
August 24, at six p.m. at the
Fellowship Hall prior to the
evening prayer service at
seven p.m. Reservations for
the supper should be made by
noon Tuesday by calling the
church office 753-1854.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.6,
down 0.1.
Below dam 306.7, up 1.0.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.6,
down 0.1.
Below dam 311.3, up 0.8.
Sunset .7:44. Sunrise 6:17.
Kenneth Hoover To Presbyterians To
Speak Sunday At Hear Rev. Randall
Church Of Christ
Regular worship services
will be held at the University
Church of Christ on Sunday,
August 21, at 10:30 a.m. and
six p.m. with the speaker
being the church minister,
Bro. Kenneth Hoover.
The morning sermon topic
will be "It's Back To School
Time" with scripture from I
Timothy 4:6-16 to be read by
David Fitts. Wayne Williams
and Bobby Martin will lead in
prayers.
"Parent's Responsibility to
Their Children" will be the
evening sermon topic with the
scripture from Ephesians 6:1-
4 to be read by Chuck Wilson.
Prayers will be led by James
Feltner and Ogie Greenfield.
Ernie Bailey will direct the
song service and Leroy
Eldridge will make the an-
nouncements.
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be Jack Wilson, Bob
Melugin, Larry Dunn, Hamp
W. Brooks, Sherrill Gargus,
Rob tingles, J. H. Nix, J. P.
Parker, and Hoyt Likes




Grogan, and Jane Barton.
Bible Study will be held at





missionary to Africa, will be
the speaker at the six p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
August 21, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
The regular minister, Bro.
John Dale, will speak at the
8:30 a.m. and 10:40 a.m,
worship services with his
sermon topic being -Back to
School" with scripture from II
Timothy 2115.
Directing the song service
at 10:40 a.m. and six p.m.
services Iwill be Jerry Bolls.
Owen Moseley will be in
charge of the song service at
8:30 a.m. Reading the
scripture on Sunday will be
Mike Thomas, Gary Lamb,
and Kevin McManus.
Tommy Can-away and Earl
Nanny will make the an-
nouncements. Howell Clark,
Gary Potts., Joe Garland,
Kevin Colson, Roy Harmon,
and Glen Gibbs will lead in
prayers.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Steve Steele,
Steve Simmons, Kerry
Gillihan, and Max Farley.
Mike Lyons. Leon Adams,
Webb Caldwell, and Chuck
Adams will serve on the
Extension Department. Sheila




Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
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The First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and Main
Streets, Murray, will hear the
Rev. Bert Randall of Austin
Peay University, Clarksville,
Tn., speak at the 10:45 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
August 21.
"Signs of The Cup" will be
the subject of the sermon by
Rev. Randall. Holy Com-
munion will be celebrated at
the morning services. His
scripture will be from the
gospel of John.
Kathy Mowery will be choir
director and Pat McCormick
will be the organist.




Worship services in both
English and Spanish will be
held at St. John's Episcopal
Church, Main and Broach
Streets, Murray, on Sunday,
August 21, at 9:45 a.m.
The celebration of Holy
Communion will be held with
the Rev. Stephen Davenport
and the Rev. Arturo Fer-
nandez in charge 'of the ser-
vices.
Steve.Hale will be the lay
reader. Acolytes will be





The Rev. Dr. David Roos.
minister of the First Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ
will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
August 21. His sermon topic
will be "No Longer Strangers
and Foreigners."
Mrs. James Roberts will
sing a solo. The choir director
will be Margaret Porter with
Jane Prince as organist.
Worship leader will be Dr.
Clegg Austin with, Clay
Perkins as candle lighter.
Greeters will be John Ford
Hall and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Puttoff.
Elders serving will be Del
Fleming and Auburn Wells.
Serving as deacons will be
Voris Wells, Jim Boone, Ken
Kellar, Darrel McFerron, and
Fred Wells.
Flowers for the sanctuary
will be in memory of F. L. and
0. 0. Dublin by the family.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m., Youth Groups will meet
at 5:30 p.m., and Vespers will
be held at six p.m.
An appreciation luncheon
for the Sunday School
teachers will be sponsored by
0. B. Boone, Jr., Christian
Education Committee
chairman, on Sunday at 12:30
p.m. at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. They are Betty
Gore, Helen Campbell, Sheila
Shaw, Glenda Roos, Rebecca
Dublin, 0. B. Boone, Jr., Gary
Martin, David Roos, Betty
Hale, Idelle Bailey, Jo Crass,
Emma Sue Hutson, Corinne
McNutt, Ruth Perkins, Billie
Marvin, Margaret Porter,




Bailey Gore, and Fred Wells.
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Groucho Marx, Comedian For More Than 65 Years, Dead
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
Groucho Marx, whose
patented duck walk and flick
of a cigar combined with, an
irreverent wit to make him the
most famous of America's
zaniest team of comedians, is
dead of pneumonia at age 86.
The bushy-eyebrowed,
mustachioed Groucho, who
'recently was the center of a
bitter court battle over who
should be his guardian, died at
7:25 p.m. PDT Friday at
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center.
First word of the death w'as
withheld for 50 minutes,
giving the family time to
quietly slip out of the hospital
and into seclusion.
"I guess you could call this
an end of an era. But I don't
believe Groucho will ever
leave us. He's too impudent,"
said Erin Fleming, his
longtime companion.
Groucho had practiced his
irreverent, chaotic brand of
slapstick comedy for
more than 65 years in
vaudeville, films, radio and
television.
Earlier in the day, a
distraught Miss Fleming had
told The Associated Press by
telephone: "Groucho's just
having a nice little dream now
... He's just going to have a




The First United Methodist
Church, South -Fifth and
Maple Streets, Murray, will
hold regular worship services
at 8:45 and 10:50 a.m. on
Sunday, August 21.
The Rev. Robert E. Farless
will be the speaker for bah
services. His subject will be
"...Days Of Loving...!" with
his text to be from II Corin-
thians 7:10.
Betty Duvall will sing a solo,
"The 23rd Psalm," at both
services. Paul Shahan will
direct the music and Bea
Farrell will be organist.
Sunday School will be held




The Rev. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, Tenth and
Main Streets, Murray, will
speak at the 10:50 a.m. and
seven p.m. worship services
on Sunday, August 21.
"Gifts For Building Up The
Body of Christ" will be the
morning sermon topic with
scripture reading from
Ephesians 4:11-14. Don
_Rogers, deacon of the week,
will assist in the services.
The Rev. Ron Hampton,
minister of music, will direct
the sanctuary choir in a
special selection and also
direct the congregational
singing. Margaret Wilkins will
be organist and Diane Dixon
will be pianist.
The evening sermon topic
will be "The Work of
Ministry" with scripture from
Ephesians 4:12.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. with Elbert
Thomason as director, and
Church.Training will be at six





Ft. Campbell, Ky. AHTNC
Aug. 3 — First I.ieutenant
Charles W. Henry, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles B. Henry,
Route. 3, Murray, recently
returned to his home unit at
Ft. Campbell, Ky., from Ft.
Drum, N.Y. He assisted in the
training of the National Guard
there.
While at Ft. Drum, National
Guard units from
Massachussetts and New
York trained with their
Regular Army counterparts.
The training consisted of an
air assault demonstration
complete with rappelling.
Lt. Henry, a company
executive officer with the
101st Airborne Division, _en-
tered the Army in July 1973.
The lieutenant received a
B.S. degree in 1973 from
Murray State' University
where he also received his
commission through the
SOUth Office Reserve Officers' Training $10 Sycan1ork Purr!,
'
With Groucho when he died
were his son, Arthur,
daughter-in-law, Lois, and
grandson, Andrew. Miss
Fleming left about 15 minutes
earlier. .
Groucho lapsed into critical
condition early Friday,
slipping in and out of
consciousness, a hospital
spokesman said.
He had been hospitalized
with pneumonitis since June
22, reentering Cedars-Sinai
only one day after he had been
released following his
recovery from hip surgery.
Groucho had lingered in
-fair" condition for weeks,
until Wednesday when his
vital signs became erratic, a
hospital spokesmen said. The
comedian's condition
worsened early Friday when
he began losing consciousness
and had to be administered
oxygen and fed intravenously.
His early comedy years
were spent with the family,
the five Marx brothers. With
Groucho's death, only Zeppo,
74, is still alive. The least
known brother, Gummo, died
this year. Chico died in 1961
and Harpo in 1964.
In recent years, a new era of
affection for Groucho and the
Marx Brothers had emerged,
spawned by television reruns
of their films, the "You Bet
Your Life" game show and
live theater revivals.
On May 6, 1972, Groucho
embarked on what was to be a
series of concerts. "An
Evening of Groucho" at
Carnegie Hall in New York
that first night was sold out
the day after it was
announced. More than 3,500
youths — many dressed as the
various Marx Brothers —
were turned away from the
theater.
It was the 37-year-old Miss
Fleming who brought Groucho
out of retirement for the
Carnegie Hall appearance,
and friends credited her with
keeping him alive by her
stimulating influence.
Friends also said Groucho
was never aware in his last
few months that his name was
in the headlines during the
court fight over who should be
named guardian of his $2.8
million estate.
The struggle was between
Miss Fleming, a former
actress who was hired as
Groucho's secretary in 1970
and had been his almost
constant companion since,
and Arthur Marx, 56, the
comedian's only son.
At one point in the trial, his
brpther Zeppo testified:
"Groucho's in love with her."
Quake Near Indonesia
Leaves 32 Persons Dead
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP)
— Tremors generated by a
powerful earthquake in the
eastern Indian Ocean touched
off a landslide that killed 32
persons on the Indonesian'
island of Sumbawa, the
government reported today.
They were the first deaths
reported since the quake,
possibly the strongest ever_
recorded, struck between
Indonesia and Australia at




epicenter at a point in the
ocean 931 miles southeast of
Jakarta. Surnbawa, one of
closest major land masses to
the center, is 500 miles
southeast of Jakarta.
... The quake also rattled tall
buildings as far away as
Perth, Australia, 1,300 miles
south of Jakarta, and tremors
rippled along the 2,400-mile
length of the Western
Australian coast._
Seismographic monitoring
stations around the world
reported the strenghth of the
quake at between 7.7 and 8.9
on the Richter scale.
However, Arthur Marx
pictured Miss Fleming as
Groucho's grim tormentor,
who latched onto Groucho for
his money. Other witnesses
said she badgered him with
insults and curses.





Groucho, whose given name
was Julius, was born Oct. 2,,
1890, in New York City, the son
of Jewish immigrants.
His father, Sam, was an
East Side tailor who lived to
101. His mother, Minnie, was
the daughter of a wandering
magician and sister of Al
Shean of the famed Gallagher
and Shean vaudeville team.
She raised her five sons in
poverty but managed to save
enough to give the boys music
lessons. She was immortalized
on Broadway in the musical
"Minnie's Boys."
Groucho was the third of
five sons. His brothers were,
in order of birth: Leonard
(Chico), Arthur ( Harpo ),




comedy act until one day in
Nacogdoches, Tex., when a
runaway mule started a minor
not outside the theater and
caused most of the audience to
leave.
The infuriated brothers
'began joking and lured the
audience back inside with
their antics — their comedy
act was born.
The brothers' first movie
was a film version of "The
Cocoanuts" in 1929. "Animal
Crackers" was next, followed
by "Monkey Business,"
"Horse Feathers," "Duck
Soup," "A Night at the Opera"
and "A Day at the Races."
The brothers retired in 4941
after "The Big Store," but
returned in 1946 to make "A
Night in Casablanca" and
"Love Happy" in 1948.
Groucho and his first wife,
now Mrs. Ruth Garrity, were
divorced in 1943 after a 22-
year marriage. Their two
children, Arthur and Miriam,
are writers. He and his second
wife, Kay Gorcey, were
divorced in 1950. They had a
daughter, Melinda.
Groucho was divorced from
his third wife, Eden, in 1968





Building 17 111,0 witit sir condthorser end heat focilittes
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Ofr Right now, the most successful
Chrysler may be the most affordable





Notice how you seem to see
Cordobas everywhere you go
nowadays l Well, your eyes
aren't failing ydu There are
more Cordobas on the road
ttfan any other r%w personal
sized luxury car rn the last five
years Now. that's success'
And now, you can have a
stylish Cordoba -- and get a
great year end deal to boot'
Its priced to move, and avail-
able for delivery — now Buy
or lease Chrysler Cordoba
today
FOR A SUCCESSFUL YEAR END DEAL,
SEE YOUR CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH DEALER.
Jim Fain Motors
•
753-0632
•
